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Origin of the Problem 
Within the present decade, the Arrerican public has been 
shocked by the political assassinations of three well known public 
figures. One of these was Robert F. Kennedy who was assassinated 
during a victory celebration at the end of the Califomia primary 
in 1968. The alleged assassin, Sirhan Bishara Sirhan, a Jordanian 
imnigrant to the United States, pleaded that he COl11llitted the rrurder 
out of love for Jordan and a loss of faith in Robert F. Kennedy. 
The public was made aware of Sirhan's trial through the 
mass nedia. The coverage of the trial was somewhat restricted 
because of laws forbidding any form of news nedia to prejudice the 
outcone of the case. Many questions were left unanswered. One of 
these questions had to do with the rhetoric presented by the defense. 
The defense lost the case. A California jury found Sirhan 
Bishara Sirhan guilty and sentenced him to death in the gas charrber. 
The rhetoric of the defense 1n the Sirhan Bishara Sirhan trial was 
not commonly covered in detail by the mass nedia. One wonders as to 
what the argurrents to save Sirhan's life were. An analysis of the 
rhetoric of the defense might offer sone evidence as to the reason 
for the outcone of the trial. 
Purp_o_s_� ot_ Th�_ I nves ti qati_on 
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The purpose of this investiqation is to try to determine the 
effectiveness and the effect of the rhetoric of the defense in the 
Sirhan Bishara Sirhan trial. These detenninations will be attempted 
thr ugh a rhetorical criticism of the defense's presentation. 
Procedure of The Investigation 
The first step was to determine if other studies had been 
made on the rhetoric of the defense in the Sirhan Bishara Sirhan 
trial. A review of the following sources revealed no studies of the 
rhetoric of the Sirhan defense: 
Nelson, Max. "Abstracts of Dissertations in the Field of Speech." 
�eech_ M�nographs, (August, 1968) (August, 1969). 
Auer, J. Jeffery. 11 Doctoral Dissertations in Speech, Hork in 
Progress. 1 1  Speech M9nographs, (August, 1968) (August, 1969). 
Knower, Franklin H. 11 Graduate Theses: An Index of Graduate Work 
in Speech, XXXV. 11 Speech Monograohs, (August, 1968) 
(August, 1969). 
The second step was to establish the method for the rhetorical 
analysis. This author relied on the method established by Lester 
Thonssen and A. Craig Baird in Speech Criticism. This method was 
referred to as the judicial type of criticism.1 
It reconstructs· a speech situation with fidelity to fact; 
it examines this situation carefully in the light of the 
interaction of the speaker, audience, subject and occasion; 
it interprets the data with an eye to determining the effect 
of the speech; it formulates a judgment in the light of the 
philosophical-historical-logical constituents of the inquiry; 
and it appraises the entire event by assioning it comparative 
rank in the total enterprise of speaking.2 
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Following the method outlined above, the third step was to 
obtain biographical information about the defense attorneys: Grant 
Cooper, Russell E. Parsons, and Emil Zola Berman. The biographical 
infonnation was obtained through correspondence with the attorneys 
as well as through a review of the court records of their past 
cases. Incidental items of infonnation were taken from nev,spapers 
and magazines. 
The fourth step was to obtain a transcript of the trial. Four 
different approaches were used in an effort to obtain the transcript. 
The County of Los Angeles refused to loan its copy, the price of the 
transcripts was forbidding, none of the attorneys would mail his 
transcript outside of the state, and the Governor was reluctant to 
loan his copy. On March 20, 1970, this writer went to Los Angeles 
to review the transcript of the Sirhan trial, on file in the District 
Attorney's Office. 
The fifth step was to collect data from the defense attorneys 
involved in the trial by means of correspondence. While in Los 
Angeles, personal interviews were held with people involved in the 
trial. The defense attorneys contacted were: 
Grant Cooper: 3910 Oakwood 
Los Angeles, California 
Russell E. Parsons: 205 South Broadway 
Los Angeles, California 
Other people who were personally contacted in the Los Angeles area who 
contributed to an understanding of the defense in the Sirhan trial were: 
John Hm1ard: District /\ttorney's Office 
Harry �.Jood: District Attorney's Office 
George Shi b 1 ey : 19 Pine 
Long Beach, California 
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In an attempt to learn of the delivery of the defense, cor­
respondence \�1as conducted with the six court reporters who covered 
the Sirhan trial. The response was negative, therefore, nonusable 
i nfonnati on was obtained concerning deli very of the defense arguments. 
The sixth step was to review news publications concerning the 
trial to gather information in an attempt to reconstruct the histor­
ical s·etting. The major publication used in this thesis was Thg_ 
NevJ York Ti mes. The presidents of American Broadcasting Company, 
Columbia Broadcasting System, and National Broadcasting Company 
were contacted regarding information they mi9ht have on tl.2 trial of 
Sirhan Sirhan. There was a favorable response from every net\'JOrk 
except the Columbia Broadcasting System. 
The seventh and final step was to analyze the total data 
received. A rhetorical criticism was attempted of the arguments 
and presentations of the defense in the Sirhan Bishara Sirhan trial. 
After the rhetorical analysis was completed son-e judgment was passed 
as to the rhetorical effectiveness and the effect of the rhetoric in 
terms of the outcome of the tri a 1. 
�uthenti city of }"he T_�ts_ 
The texts of the speeches analyzed in this rhetorical analysis 
were obtained from the official transcript of People v. Sirhan 
B1shara Sirhan on file in the office of the District Attorney of 
the County of Los Angeles. Because of the length of the speeches, 
they are not included in the Appendix. Copies of the speeches can 
be obtained at request from the District Attorney's Office, Hall 
of Justice, Los Angeles, California. 
- Scope and Limitation 
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There are many limitations irl1)osed on the conclusions drawn 
from a rhetorical criticism of the defense in the Sirhan Bishara 
Sirhan·trial. The first of these is that this author did not witness 
the trial and no information was obtained on the delivery. Therefore, 
delivery can not be analyzed. Further, because the transcript was over 
9,000 pages long, only portions of the rhetoric could be analyzed. 
Thirdly, because the case was appealed, some of the information which 
might have been pertinent to this investigation was still privileged. 
A fourth limitation is in the nature of the question asked, 
did the rhetoric of the defense affect the outcone of the trial? 
If sonething is lacking in the argunents presented by the defense, 
then this question can be answered to sorre degree, although because 
of the variety of inputs, this question can never.be answered completely. 
The answer involves psychological, sociological, political and economi­
cal considerations. The answer to the question can never be limited to 
a single cause, the rhetoric. The peculiarity of the situation makes 
the Sirhan trial a complicated trial to deal with. 
This study may have shovm, however:'hov✓ effective the 
rhetoric of the defense was. It did suggest limited alternatives 
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in the rhetoric that may have served to make the arguments more 
effective. It would be impossible for this study to be the ultimate 
answer as to the influence of the rhetoric on the outcome of the 
Sirhan Bishara Sirhan trial. The study did, nevertheless, arrive 
at an evaluation of what the defense attorneys tried to do. 
FOOTNOTES 
1Lester Thonssen and A. Craig Baird, Speech Criticism (New 
York: The Ronald Press, 1948), p. 18. 
2Ibid., p. 18. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL SETTING 
A rhetorical analysis demands an understanding of the 
circumstances surrounding the rhetorical act. Before an analysis 
of the rhetoric can be attempted, the peculiarities of the situation 
involving the audience, occasions, speaking, and other relevant 
factors should be adequately understood. Only after a comprehensive 
study of the factors involved in the background of the speech situ­
ation can any conclusions be reached as to the possible effect and 
effectiveness of the speech delivered. 
Bioqraphical Sketches 
To fully appreciate the circumstances of an assassination, 
the people involved should be understood. The nen involved in the 
June 5, 1968, assassination of Robert F. Kennedy were polar opposites. 
Their personalities and backgrounds added to the historical moment. 
Robert F. Kennedy--A Biography 
Robert F. Kennedy's life is a matter of public record. He 
was born in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1925.1 The story of the Kennedy 
family has become a great historical tragedy during the twentieth 
century. Four of the sons served the country in capacities ranging 
from military officer to President and three of them were killed in 
various capacities of service to America. 
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In 1953, Robert F. Kennedy entered the political arena as 
an assistant counsel on Joseph McCarthy's Permanent Investigations 
Subcommittee in the.Senate.2 While working with this corrmittee he 
began his long crusade against the teamster's union. Largely as a 
result of the evidence provided by Robert Kennedy, the Senate's 
Select Committee on Improper Activities in Labor and Management was 
forned in 1 957 with Kennedy as the Chief Counsel. 3 After he obtained 
the conviction of David Beck, Teamster President, he began a battle 
against Janes Hoffa, the newly elected Teamster President. In 
1959, he resigned his position on the Committee to help campaign for 
his brother, John F. Kennedy, but he retained his "i dee fi xe, 11 the 
conviction of Hoffa.4 
Robert F. Kennedy was nominated Attorney General of the United 
States by his brother in 1 960. From this new vantage point, he was 
able to obtain the conviction of Janes Hoffa in 1964, three rronths­
after John F. Kennedy was assassinated. 5 
After his brother was assassinated and Lyndon B. Johnson took 
over the administration, Robert F. Kennedy was not content within the 
cabinet. He resigned his post and ran for Senator of New York in 
1964. On November 3, 1964, he won his first e 1 ecti on and went to the 
United States Senate as New York's junior Senator. 6 His political 
career culminated in a decision to run for the presidency in 1 968. 
After only one primary defeat, in Oregon, Kennedy faced the California 
primary. He won the California primary on June 4, 1968. Several 
minutes after midnight, he was fatally wounded by Sirhan 8ishara 
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Sirhan immediately follm·Jing the delivery of Kennedy's victory speech.7 
Sirhan Bishara Sirhan--A Biography 
The Sirhan's were first generation Jordanian immigrants brought 
to the United States with the aid of the First Nazarene Church and the 
United Nations United Relief and Recovery Association in 1957.8 Sirhan 
was born in 1944 in Jerusalem.9 He was described as a loner by the 
Jordanian secret police. 10 During his residency in the United States 
he attended the Pasadena City College for several months but he gave 
. . . 1l 
1 d this up 1n hopes of becom1ng a jockey. In 1966 Sirhan was emp oye 
by the Granja Vista Del Rio horse ranch as an exercise boy. During 
this employment he fell off a horse, injuring his head and ending his 
career as a jockey.12 
America did not grace the Sirhan family with success. The 
family became disenchanted with religion. They changed from the First 
Nazarene Church to the Baptist faith when the oldest son obtained a 
job as the accountant for the Baptist diocease. He lost his job, 
however, and at that point the family left the faith. � 3 Sirhan became 
a member of the Rosicrucian order and began to practice mysticism. 14 
In an interview with National Broadcasting Company's newsman, Jack 
Perkins, Sirhan said of his faith: 
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Perkins: Sirhan, for two years before the assassination, you 
were reading a great deal about the occult, mind over matter. 
You were doing experinents • • • can you tell us about some 
of these? 
Sirhan: Well, as I said in court about the candle experi­
rrent, where you would concentrate on seeing the flame on 
the candle as being any color you wanted it to become. You 
just look at the flarre and think red, look long enough and 
you will see a red flarre, and then a green flaroo, and then 
a yellow flarre, or any . • . and then you get to the point 
. where you can see any col or you want. 
Perkins: There was anoth�r experiment with a pail of water? 
Sirhan: Yes Sir, that involves putting your hand in a bucket 
of extremely hot water and causing your mind to feel coldness 
ins·tead of the hey! and the seal ding of the hot water. And I did that • • . 
Sirilan had idealized Robert Kennedy until the Senator 
made a public statement in support of the Israeli cause. Sirhan 
described his feelings towards Kennedy as follows: 
I thought he was the Prince, Sir, I thought that he was 
the heir apparent to President Kegnedy and I wish the hell that he could have made it. 1 
Sirhan had becorre intensely interested in the Arab-Israeli conflict, 
especially after his fall off of the horse at Granja Vista Del Rio. 
He prided himself in a knowledge of the history of the confli ct. 17 
He saw his idol, Kennedy, as defeating the Arab cause: 
I heard a report about it and it was unreal tone. I couldn't 
picture President . • . uh, Robert Kennedy wanting to do that. 
Because just before that, Sir, when he was campai�ning, he 
promised to bring over our boys from Vietnam, and what have 
you and bring it all back hone. Then all of a sudden he 
wants to send the very sane things that we are going to 
withdraw from Vietnam to Israel. It seemed paradoxical to 
ne. I couldn 1 t believe it.18 
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Sirhan was also disenchanted with the Anerican Dream. He felt the 
prejudices of belonging to a poor minority and he lost respect for 
the Arrerican social system. He expressed this disenchantrrent while 
talking with Perkins: 
Only after the Arab-Israeli War, Sir, when I started. I 
had no job. I tried • . • I sincerely tried to find a 
job. After I was dismissed from school and after this 
Arab-Israeli War and the continuing fighting in the Middle 
East now, I had no identity. No . • •  no hope, no goal . • • 
nothing to strive for and I suddenly gave up. There was 19 -no more Arrerican Dream for ne. I wouldn't buy it any more. 
Sirhan and Kennedy were opposites of each other. In tenns 
of life styles, they carre from opposite social structures and their 
perspectives on life reflected their backgrounds. The setting of 
the assassination seems clearer when these rren are understood for 
what they were and explored in relationship to their past. 
Pretrial Activity 
The Assassination 
Senator Robert F. Kennedy and five other persons were struck 
by bullets shortly after midnight on June 5, 1 968. The 42-year-
old, New York Senator was leaving the Arrbassador Hotel after delivering 
a victory speech celebrating the outcome of the California Democratic 
Presidential primary election. The five other people hit by the spray 
of bullets were Paul Schrade, United Auto Worker's regional director; 
William Weisil, American Broadcasting Company newsman; Irwin Stroll, 
1 7; Ira Go 1 ds tei n, 1 9; and Mrs. Elizabeth Evans. 20 The hand that 
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held the fatal gun belonged to a man identified as Sirhan Bishara 
Sirhan. 21 
Robert F. Kennedy was rushed to the General Receiving 
Hospital but quickly transferred to the Good Samaritan Hospital where 
he underwent three hours of _surgery. The surgeons at the Los Angeles 
Hospital identified three separate wounds in the Senator: the first 
wound was caused by the bullet entering the brain through the mastoid 
bone of the right ear, the second wound was a bullet lodged in the 
Senator's neck, and the third wound was an abrasion of his forehead.22 
The chief surgeon on the operating team was Or. Janl:!s Poppen, flown to 
Los Angeles from Boston. He is the head of neurosurgery at Lakay 
Clinic in Boston.23 
Senator Kennedy died on June 6, 1 968, at 1 :44 a. m. at the 
Good Samaritan Hospital. An autopsy revealed that the Senator died 
from the bullet which struck him behind the right ear.24 
The Arraignroont and The Charge 
The District Attorney's Office set an early arraignrrent for 
Sirhan on June 5, 1 968. Evelle Younger, the District Attorney, and 
Tom Reddin, Police Chief, handled the arraign�nt proceedings. The 
People asked that the defendant be held without bail for three reasons: 
1 .  The strong possibilities that one of the victims may die. 
2. The fact that the defendant refused to identify himself, 
making it impossible to conduct any investigation of his 
background to determine how high his bail might be. 
3. The 1 ack of knowledge as to whether any other persons 
were involved in the shooting.25 
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Sirhan was represented at the arraignment by the Chief Public 
Defender, Richard S. Buckley, who argued against the motion. The 
Judge, Joan Derrpsey Klein, granted the defense rrotion and set bail at 
$250,000. Sirhan was charged with six counts of assault with the 
1-ntent to COnl?li t murder. 26 The charge read as fol 1 ows: 
On or about the fifth day of June, 1968, at and in the county 
of Los Angeles a felony was committed by John Doe, who at the 
time and place aforesaid, did willfully, unlawfully and 
feloniously corrmit an assault with a deadly weapon upon 
Robert Francis Kennedy, a human being, with the intent then 
and there willfully, unlawfully, feloniously and with malice 
aforethought to ki 1 1  and nurder the said Robert Francis 
Kennedy .27 
Sirhan's identity was established when the Los Angeles Police 
force traced the ownership of the nurder weapon, the . 22 caliber 
revolver, to Munir Bishari Salamah Sirhan, Sirhan's brother. Adel 
S1 rhan confi rrred the identity of his brother. 28 Mayor Samue 1 Yorty, 
mayor of Los Ange 1 es, with out authorization, dispatched investigators 
to confiscate anything that could be found in the newly narred assassin's 
house. The investigators confiscated Sirhan's personal notebooks with 
the permission of an older brother but without a search warrant. Yorty 
began to make staterrents irmediately following the confiscation con­
cerning the possibilities of a conspiracy and a corrmunist plot.29 All 
of his staterrents were unauthorized. 30 
On June 7, 1 968, the Los Angeles County Grand Jury charged 
Sirhan with "one count of rrurder and five counts of assault with a 
deadly weapon with an attempt to commit rrurder. 1131 For security reasons, 
the presiding judge, Judge Alarcon, shifted the trial from the 
2 5 1 5 2 SOUTH D . XO l LIBRARY 
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courthouse to the jail irmediately following the indictnent. Sirhan 
Bishara Sirhan stayed in a maximum security cell in the comer of the 
second floor hospital ward of the jail where he was treated for a 
broken finger and a sprained ankle suffered during his capture. For 
security reasons an Officer was kept in his cell, four Officers patroled 
the corridor and five police cars with two patrol men in each car sur­
rounded the perimeter of the jai1.32 
Anti-Publicity Order 
Because of the statements issued by Yorty and because of 
the graveness of the crime, Judge Alarcon set a new precedent in 
law by issuing an anti-publicity order on June 7, 1968. He felt that 
this order would protect the cons ti tuti onal rights of the defendant. 
This order was maintained throughout the trial and resulted in one of 
the major conflicts of law during the trial. The order is a culmi na­
tion of court decisions on publicity that began with the Sam Shepard 
trial.33 The order is important to this trial because it was one of 
the foremost elements in making the Sirhan trial a classic in modern 
law by synthesizing the most contemporary decisions.34 In essence, 
the order reads as follows: 
[All persons connected with the trial were forbidden to make] 
public dissemination of any purported extrajudicial statement 
of the defendant relating to this case, or release any docu­
ments, exhibits, or any evidence, the admissibility of which 
may have to be determined by the court [and they won't be 
able to �ive clues as to the existence of such documents or 
evidenceJ, nor make staterrents as to the weight, value,.or 
effect of any evidence as tending to establish guilt or 
innocence. [They can also not release information as to] 
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the nature, substance or effect of any statement that has been 
given or to the identity of any prospective witness, or his 
probably testimony, or the effect thereof. 35 
According to the court order a violation of the order would result 
in, "swift action to punish for contempt any offender within the 
jurisdiction of this court. 1136 
Testimony given before the Grand Jury led the police to a 
second suspect in the rrurder. The only clue to the suspect's identity 
was that the girl was wearing a polka dot dress and was seen with 
Sirhan. She was reported to have said, "We killed Kennedy. 11 A 
continual search for her arrest began on June 1 3, 1968. 37 
The defense obtained postponerrent of the trial until June 28, 
1 968. Sirhan asked for the Arrerican Civil Liberties Union to rep­
resent him as private counsel. The court postponed the trial so that 
the defense could wait for psychiatric evidence before entering the 
plea.38 
Early Court Appearances 
Seven months separated the day of the assassination from the 
opening of the trial on January 5, 1 969.39 The first postponement 
of the trial cane on June 28, 1 968, when Sirhan made his second ap­
pearance in the improvised courtroom in the County Jail Chapel. A· 
three week delay was granted by the temporary presiding judge, Richard 
Shauer, on a nntion by Russell E. Parsons stating that more titre 
was needed to study records and examinations before a plea could be 
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made. At thi s court sessi on Si rhan wa i ve d  his . right to a tri al vl i thi n 
the si xty-day post i ndi ctment peri od.40 
On J uly 1 9 , 1 968, Si rhan B i shara Si rh an made his third 
appearance in court. Durinq thi s appearance, the defense succeeded 
�n obtai ni ng a third postponement to allow for the completion of 
psychi atri c studi es and to all ov, tine for new studies to be made on 
the brai n wavr: s of Si rhan. The defense noted that the psychiatri c 
reports had been i nsuffic i ent to this poi nt and asked that Dr. 
Roderi ck Ri chardson, a psychologi st , and Dr. Ed1ard Davi s, an 
encephalographologi st , be added to the medi cal team. To that date , 
the three court appoi nted psychiatrists had submi tted no fi nal reports 
and one of the representatives had made no report at a 1 1. The 
judge granted the request and the two new doctors \•te re added. The 
sessi on was held in a make-shift court on the thi rteenth floor of 
the Hall of Justice , close to Si rhan ' s  maxi mum security cell.4 1  
Sirhan B i shara Si rhan pleaded not guilty t o  the charge of  
fi rs t  degree murder on August 2 ,  1968 .42  Parsons , representing 
S i rhan, explai ned the plea as follows : " I  j ust felt .that a not 
gui lty plea would allow us to show the what and why (of the al­
ledged cri me } . . . I haven ' t  seen any evi dence yet that he had 
any mali ce. 1 14 3 
Another reason for thi s plea can be found i n  the princi ples 
of Cali fornia law. According to the Cali forni a statutes , the defendant 
can issue a "not guilty by reason of i nsanity pl ea I I  at any ti me before 
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the actual opening of the trial . Until that time, however, under a 
plea of not guilty, the prosecution is denied free access to the 
reports issued by the court appointed psychiatrist or to the findings 
of the defense team .44 At this hearing, Sirhan also pleaded not 
guilty to five counts of assault . The trial date was set for 
November 1 ,  1 968.45 
From the announcement of the November 1 ,  1968, date of the 
trial a great deal of controversy was raised because of its proximity 
to the November 3, 1 968, election date. Kenneth Hahn, County Supervi­
sor, joined with the defense in asking for a postponement because of 
the rremories that the election might revive. The prosecution argued 
that the se 1 ecti on of jurors would 1 as t severa 1 weeks past Election 
Day and, therefore, there should be no postponement. 46 In a court 
appearance on October 4, 1 968, the trial judge was designated as the 
Honorable Herbert Walker, and a special session on October 1 4  was 
arranged to discuss the controversy over the date set for the trial 
and to consider a possible delay .47 At this neeting, the trial was 
delayed until December 9, 1 968. The Judge offered several reasons 
for the continued delay . First, the election might foster more 
polarization arrong the jurors . Second, the jury was to be sequestered 
and such an early November date would nean that the jury would be 
sequestered over the Holiday season. Thi rd, two new undesi gnated 
lawyers were being added to the defense staff, and they could not be 
ready by the November 1 , 1 968, date .48 
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The trial of Sirhan Bishara Sirhan enjoyed one more delay. 
On December 5, 1 968, it was decided to postpone the trial until 
January 7 i n  order to allow the two new attorneys, Grant Cooper and 
Emil Zola Berman, time to prepare and to acquaint themselves with 
the case. It was announced during this court session that the court 
proceedings would be held on the eighth floor of the Hall of Justice 
and transmitted by closed circuit television to press representatives 
in adjacent rooms since only 30-40 seats would be reserved for the 
press in the actual courtroom.49 
Appointnent of The Court Psychiatrist 
The court appointed three psychiatrists to analyze the rrental 
capaci ty of Sirhan Bishara Sirhan .. Originally, two were appointed , Dr. 
Eric Marcus and Dr. Edllard Stainbrook. Dr. Stainbrook refused to take 
the case after preliminary examinations. Therefore, on June 28, 1968 , 
Dr. George Y. Abe, Superintendent of the Metropolitan State Hospital 
at Non,alk, was appointed to replace Stainbrook. The court added Dr. 
Roderick Richardson and Dr. Ed.iard Davis at the request of the defense. 
These four psychiatrists completed the court rredical team until the 
end of the trial . 50 
On July 26, 1968, Dr. H. M. Benerjii, a parapsychologist, left 
Hong Kong in order to study the Sirhan case in Los Angeles. He was 
the director of parapsychology studies at the University of Raipasthan 
in Jaipur, India. Parapsychology is the science concerned with the 
investigation by "experimental oeans of events apparently not accounted 
1 9  
for by natura l  law and considered evidence of telepathy , claivoyance, 
and psychokinesi s . 1 1 5 1  
Completing The Defense and The  Pros ecution 
The tri a 1 of Sirhan Bi shara Sirh an can rightly be called 
a classic in the annals of court history . At the cost of $900, 000 to 
the county of Los Angeles , 52 all precautions were taken to insu re that 
Sirhan was tried fairly . Great efforts were taken by Judge Walker to 
insure against the necessity of another t-Jarren Commission.5 3  All of 
the recent Supreme Court Cases were considered and a primary interest 
became · limiting the possibility of all possible constitutional error. 
Reddin, Chief of Police, gave soma indication as to the pre cautions 
being taken in the follovJing quotati on: 1 1 Undoubtedly there will be 
some testing of every area of search and seizure : But, the police 
have checked all their moves with the District Attorney, because we 
are so terribly concerned about making a constitutional error . 1 1 5 4  · 
Selection of The Defense Team 
The defense 
The completed defens e team was not named until De cember 2, 
1968.55 The earliest attempt at organizin9 a defense team came from 
Jordan . The Jordanian Bar As sociation chose four l�1yers to represent 
Si rhan in the American courts . The lawyers named were: Fouad Atallah, 
Ahmed A 1 Khahi l, Mohame d Barada ' h and Hassan Hawwa. 56  The four were 
chosen at the request of the defendant ' s  father . Thes e 1 awyers were 
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di scouraged in their efforts by the Jordanian �overnment who felt 
that they would cause a strain on the United States and Jordanian 
relati onships. 57 s·irhan, hi ms elf, as ked to be defende d by the American 
Civil Liberties Union and they di d grant him counsel in the attorney 
of Abraham Lincoln Wirin. Wirin tried to obtain private counsel for 
Sirhan but was unsuccessful. Up until the mi ddle of June, therefore , 
Wilbur L i ttlefield, the Deputy Public Defender, stood as Sirhan ' s  
attorney of Record . 58 Wi ri n disclosed on June 1 1, 1968, that Sirhan 
had refused an offer of free legal defense from both Melvin Belli and 
F. Lee Bailey. He adde d that the Arreri can Civil Li berti es Uni on could 
not defend Sirhan as Sirhan wished because his case did not involve 
a constitutional or  ci vil liberties issue. 59 By June 20, 1 968, Russell 
E .  Parsons agreed to represent Sirhan B i shara Sirhan free. Parsons 
and another lawyer were pi eked by Sirhan from a 1 i st made up by the 
Arrerican Civil Liberties Union for the defendant. The Public Defender 
was released f rom his duti es at this ti me because _ accordi ng to Californ ia 
poli cy ,  the county ' s  defense duties are tenninated when money is found 
or an attorney offers his services free. 60 
Finally, on December 2, 1968, the rest of the defense team 
was disclosed. The late disclosure of the compl�ted defense had al-
l owed them to win two postponements of the date of the trial. Grant 
Cooper,  a Los Angeles lawyer, was named to lead the defense team during 
the trial and Emile Zola Berman, a famous New York lawyer, was adde d 
as a th i rd member. 61  By the end of January, the Chief Investigator for 
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the defense was disclosed as being Michael McGowan. This was the team 
that completed the defense during this tria1 . 62 In ·Januar.Y , a young 
Detroit lawyer, Abdeen Jabara, cane on his own expense to Los Angeles 
to help the defense and to counsel the Sirhan family.63 
It should be noted that the defense 1 awyers did not render al 1 
of their services free. Sirhan Bishara Sirhan sold the exclusive 
right to his biography and to his persona 1 views on the tri a 1 to Robert 
Bl ai r Kaiser, Tirre magazine correspondent in Europe. Kaiser said that 
Sirhan agreed to be interviewed in his cell for a biography in order to 
help pay for the defense. A sizeable portion of the royalties for the 
book that resulted from these interviews and also for the movie that 
is forecast will go to the defense. 64 
The prosecution 
The prosecuting attorneys were narred immediately after the 
assass i nati on. They were Lynn Compton, Chief Deputy District Attorney, 
John E. Howard, Chief of the District Attorney 's  Special Investiga­
tions Division, and David N. Fitts, Deputy District Attomey. 65 
On October 4, 1968, Judge Herbert Walker was narred to be the official 
tri a l  judge. 66 Judge Walker was also the trial judge for the Chessman 
Case  in California. 67 
Before the trial had even begun , constitutional questions 
were being raised by the prosecution. The roost severe attack which 
persisted throughout the trial was about the consti tutional i_ty of the 
anti-publicity order issued the day after the assassination. The 
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District Attorney's Office argued that this order infringed on the 
right of the public to be inforrmd as to the proceedings and was ,  
therefore, unconstitutional. District Attorney Evelle Younger asked 
for the order to either be· roodified or vacated as early as July 1 9 ,  
1 968 , on the basis of its being too broad in scope. He clairred that 
it had the effect of denying the public certain information about the 
case which they were entitled to know. He stated: " We feel that the 
release of certain information is properly in the public interest and 
will not prejudice the defendant's right to a fair trial. u68 
John Howard , one of the prosecuting attorneys , said in a 
personal interview that the District Attorney's Office felt that the 
publicity order had caused rumors about the trial and about the pos­
sibility of a conspiracy to increase. He offered as a point in fact 
the ruroors about a possible corrmunist plot suggested by Mayor Yorty 
with the use of the mass JTEdia. Although the District Attorney's · 
Office had disapproved the existence of such a conspiracy with the 
aid of the Federal .Bureau of Investigation they could not infonn 
the public or convince the public because of the anti-publicity 
order . 69 
The Tri al 
The trial of Sirhan Bishara Sirhan opened on January 5 ,  
1 969 JO Seventy-five persons were allowed on the eighth floor of 
the Hall of Justice and all others had to watch the trial on closed 
drcuit television. 71 The improvised courtroom was well protected 
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for the safe ty of the defendant . i ·1etal plates were used to cover the 
windows and thick metal doors with peepho les closed off the corridor 
and the courtroom. · G uards w e re poste d at each door. 72 Anyone wishing 
to enter the eighth floor was stopped on the s eventh floor and com­
pletely searched before given a pass to enter the courtroom area. 73 
The Jury Sel ecti on 
The selection of a jury was a centra 1 iss ue in the Sirhan 
Bishara Sirhan Trial. Grant Coope r, chief defense attorney, explained 
the difficulty that the defens e faced in selecti ng a jury: 
Usually we want liberal-mi nded people on a jury in a 
capital case ; like s udents , youn q busines smen , younq 
college -educated people, teachers, . . . you know. 
Conse rvative -mi nde d peop l e  u re more li kely to hand 
· down the death pena 1 ty , so we try to avoi d what we 
consider to be conservatives. In Sirhan ' s  case , the 
1 i bera ls were p robably supporters of Robert F. 
Kennedy and woul d ,  therefore , have pre dispositions 
to the death penalty for Sirhan. So, you can see, 
an i mparti al j ury was nearly impossible. The 
selecti on of the jur� become one of the hardes t  
phases of the trial .74 
The selection of the jury was further complicated by several 
court decisions by the Supreme Court which qoverned the selection 
of a j ury in a capital case. The mos t i mportan t Suprerre C ourt case 
involved in this phase of the Sirhan tri al was Witherspoon v. State 
of Il linois decided i n  1968. 75 
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Wi therspoon v. State of Illi nois 
The Wi therspoon Case was heard between Apri 1 24, 1968, and 
June 3, 1 968, before the Suprene Court of the United States. 7
6 Justi ce 
Steward gave the decisi on that: 
Sentence of death could not be gi ven out where the jury 
that reconrrended it was chosen by excluding veniremen 
[jurymen ]  for cause simply because they voiced general 
objection to the death penalty or expressed conscien­
tiousness or religious scruples against i ts i nfliction ; 
no defendant can be constitutionally put to death at the 
hands of tribunal so selected. 7 7 
The opinion of the court further stated that no prospective 
juror could be expected to say i n  advance of a trial involving a capital 
cri rre whether he would i n  fact vote for an extreme penalty of death. 78 
The ·most that can be asked of the prospecti ve juror in a capital case 
1 s  that he be willi ng to consider all penalties provided by the state 
l aw . The juror should not be i rrevocably comnitted before the trial 
has ·begun to vote against the death penalty regardless of facts and 
circlff11stances that might errerge in the course of the trial . 79 This 
. was the only limitation to excluding a juror that the court outlined. 
If voir dire80 testimony is  given and the juror was excluded for any 
broader basis than this, the death sentence could not be carried out if 
i t  was handed down by the appointed jury . 81 
This decision was decided on the basis of 1 1due process of 
l aw . 1 1 82 The opinion of the court stated that: 
A state may not entrust the determination of whether a man 
is  innocent or guilty to a tribunal organized to convict. 
(It ) can not entrust the determination of whether a man 
should live or die to a tribunal organized to return the 
verdict of death . 83 
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In othe r words , it coul d not be as s ume d that a j uror who opposed  the 
death penal ty woul d di s cri mi nate any l es s  than one who s upporte d it i n  
returni ng a ve rdict .  In effect , by exc l udi ng those opposed to the death 
pena 1 ty , the court creates a "hangman I s j ury . 1 184 
The Wi the r� poon decis i on was weak in several  a reas and s o  
the states began to test it in their courts . In f act , it incl uded 
a cl a use that j u rors cou l d not be a utomati ca l ly excl uded for cause if 
they had cons ci ous s c rupl e s  a gainst the death pena l ty .  The l aw was 
not s pecific , however ,  in q ua l ifying the degree of objection of a 
j uror. Thus , the l ower courts were undecided as to if a j uror cou l d  
not be  excl uded if he coul d think of no situation unde r which he cou l d  
return a death pena l ty . 85 
Decisions f rom the Ca l ifornia 
Supreme Court 
-
In any capita l case in Cal ifornia there were t\1/o trial s .  The 
first trial dete rmined guil t o r  innocence and , if the defendant was 
_ found gui lty ,  the second trial  determined the pena l ty .  At the option 
of the j udge there coul d be s eparate j uries for each of these trial 
phas es. If the second phase of the trial res u l ted in the death penal ty ,  
the j udge had the option of reducing the s entence. Again , according 
to Ca lifornia l aw ,  the defendant coul d waive a j uri ed tri a l  and rest 
his case wi th the j udge but onl y  at the option of the j udge and the 
prosecuti on.86 
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The Anderson-Saterfield case i n  Cali forni a  attempted to make 
the guideli nes by whi ch a jury makes i ts decisi ons i n  a capital case 
clearer. The two defendants challenged thei r court deci si on on the 
bas i s  of Witherspoon and they won the appeal. 87 Although the Anderson­
Saterfiel d  case upheld the Suprene Court deci si on to its li mits, a 
subsequent case, People v. Beivelman, l imited the scope of W itherspoon. 
In People v. Beivelman case , the original trial court had decided the 
case for the defendant on the basis of the followi ng reasoni ng: 
II • •  that a jury from whi ch venirerrent irrevocably opposed to 
the death penalty had been excl uded can not answer gui lt-i nnocent 
questions as favorably to the defendant. 1 1 88 On further appeal, the 
Suprerre Court of the state of California ruled that: 11 • • •  there 
is no rrerit to the defendant ' s  contention that his gui l t  was determi ned 
by a partial and biased jury. 1 1 89 Thi s decision li mited the applicati on 
of Witherspoon i n  the state of California. 
Issues .in_ the selection of the � 
According to California law, both the defense and the prosecution 
had twenty preemptory challenges whi ch they may begin exercising after 
twelve jurors have been temporari ly seated. The challenges for cause, 
exerci sed before the seating of the twelve jurors, were unli mi ted but 
had to be upheld by the judge.90 Any preemptory challenge coul d be made 
without explanation and it brought automatic di smissal from the jury.91 
The jury in the Sirhan Bishara Sirhan tri al was to �e sequestered 
during the entire duration of the trial. 92 From the day that the jury 
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took its oath along with the alternates, the entire ei9hteen were 
l ocked in seclusion. They were quarantined in a hotel, driven to the 
courthouse in a prison bus and, except for Sunday excursion with the 
Deputy Sheriff, allowed to go nowhere else. They were allowed no 
telephone calls and could visit with their spouse of record overnight 
on weekends. As a group, they were allowed one monitored television and 
radio , censored by the Deputy Sheriff. They were completely isolated 
in the hotel, having a comrron . eating, sleeping and living quarter.93 
When the selection of the jury first began, the judge said 
that he would ask only two questions of all the jurors. He said that 
his questions would take into account the recent Witherspoon decision. 
The questions that Judge Walker asked dealt with, first, whether the 
juror had such strong convictions against the death penalty that he 
could not find the defendant guilty of first degree murder, and, second, 
whether the juror's conscience would permit him to sentence the defendant 
to death should he be found guilty.94 
The most important issue in the selection of a jury arose over 
the seating of Mrs. Alvina Alvidrez. She stated that she was consciously 
opposed to the death penalty and in no circumstance could she return 
death as a penalty. On January 16, 1969, argurrent was heard conceming 
the seating on Mrs. Alvidrez on the j ury . Cooper argued that since 
California law provides for two trials by separate juries, at the 
judge's discretion, that her conscientious views should not affect her 
seating on the first jury to determine guilt.95 
/ 
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Des pi te the a rgurre nts of the defe ns e , the j udge uphe l d a 
p ros ecuti on ch a l l e n ge for cause  of M rs .  Al vi na Al vi d rez . G ran t Cooper 
sa i d tha t  th i s  act i on  of  the j udge s  p ro vi de d 1 1 th e defe ns e  wi th  a const i t u ­
ti on a l  i s s ue .  1 1 96  J udge Wal ker  j usti f i e d  hi s deci s i on by sayi n g  that h e  
ha d o ri gi na l l y  fe l t  th at Hi th e rs poon a n d  Ande rson-S aterfi e l d di d n o t  
al l ow th e cha l l en ge to b e  uphe l d .  He fe l t that the Peop l e  v .  Bei ve l man 
deci s i on han de d down by the Sup reme Co u rt of Cal i forn i a o n  J an ua ry 1 0 ,  
1 969 , s uppo rted the ri ght of the  p ros ecuti o n ' s  cha l l enge . 9 7 Emi l e  Zo l a 
Be nnan sai d th at  h i s de ci s i o n  pro vi de d a gro un d  for appea l . I n  M r . 
Berman ' s  words : " We bel i eve that the rul i ng on cons ci e nti o u s  obj ect i on 
affo rds a cons  ti  tuti o n a  1 i s s ue . 1 1 98 
Compl e ti on o f  th�_ � 
By J an ua ry 24 , 1 969 , th e j u ry s e l ect i on was comp l eted . The  
act i on took  two weeks , a mu ch s horte r t i  rre the n  anti c i pa ted .  99  On 
Februa ry 5 ,  th e j urors were sworn i n  and the co urt began to q ue s t i on  t h e  
al ternate j u rors . l oo I t  too k  one  wee k  to compl ete the j u ry ,  then  th e 
enti re e i gh teen  were seques te re d . Wh en the dec i s i on fi na 1 1  y wen t  to th e 
j ury ,  a fte r two days  of  de l i be rati ons , a foreman was p i cked . The  fo reman 
was B ruce D .  E l l i ott . 1 0 1 
�ef�ns e  moti ons to _g_uas h the 
, n d1 ctrre n t  
Duri n g  the openi n g  days  o f  the t ri al ,  th e defe ns e  i ntro du ce d  
several moti ons  conce rn i ng the val i di ty of  the j u ry systan i n  t h e  s tate 
of Cal i fo rn i a . The mos t i mpo rtan t of the s e  was a moti o n  to quas h th e 
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fi rs t degree nu rde r i ndi ctr:ent because the Grand J ury an d the p eti t j ury 
i n  the state of Cal i fo m i a  were i mp roperl y  cons ti tute d .  The defe nse  
cl ai rre d  that the C al i forn i a  G ran d J u ry wa s 1 1 b i ue ri b boni s h . 1 1 1 02 
Thi s  moti on stemned from th e p roces s  of  j ury sel ecti o n  i n  
Cal i fo rn i a .  I n  th i s  state , the Superi or Cou rt j udges nomi n ated peo pl e 
to serve on panel s from whi ch the Gran d J ury was draw n . The fi n a l  
panel of twenty -th ree j u ro rs was chos en by l ot . 1 03 G rant Cooper s ug­
gested tha t  this process made the j ury un representati ve of the people. 
He s uggeste d  th at s i nce Cal i forn i a ha d the same p ro cess for s el ecti ng  
peti t j uri es  th at they were a l s o  uncons ti tuti on ai . 1 04 
For s up po rt of th i s  noti on th e defense re l i ed s t rong l y  o n  
l engthy tes ti mony i n  the cas e  o f  the Peopl e v .  Cas tro be i n g  heard a t  th e 
s arre ti rre as the Peopl e v. Si rh an i n  Los Ange l es . In Peo pl e v. Castro 
the de fe nse  contended that the  petit j ury was in�roperl y and un fa i r ly  
drawn an d they provi ded tes ti mony to  s uppo rt th i s  conten ti on . 1 05 
Cooper fu rther  s uppo rted his contention tha t th e jury was not 
compos ed o f  a cros s - s ecti on of  the communi ty and wa s th e refore un -
cons ti tuti ona  l by s ubpoeni n g  a l l  o f  the County ' s  Superi o r  Co u rt J udges 
to tes ti fy as to th ei r rrethods of s e l ecti ng j ury nomi nees . 1 06 Grant 
Cooper s tated th at he wanted to pro ve the fol l owi ng : 1 1 0u r contention i s  
that the sys tem i ts el f has the effe ct of bei ng di s c ri mi na to ry .  Thi s i s  
a que s ti on of co ns ti tuti  ona  1 di mension. 1 1 1 07 
The chief wi tnes s  fo r the defense was Dr. R .  E .  S ch u l tz  from 
the Depa rtrrent of Fi nance , Un i ve rs i ty of C al i forni a .  He had made · a 
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study showing that the California jury system di d not represent young 
adul ts , Negroes, working class people, the lower classes , and generally, 
thos e  without a college education. 1 08 
In order to facilitate the findings, the defense sent question­
nai res to all Superior Court Judges that could be filled out and returned 
in place of their appearance in court. Three judges did answer the sub­
poena and appeared in court : Edward R. Brand , Arthur L. Alarcon, and Ken� 
neth N. Chantley. They all testified that they had never purposely 
discriminated. Further, William A. Goodwin, Los Angeles County Jury 
Co11111issioner, testified that for the last several years the judges have 
been cautioned not to discriminate in making Grand Jury selections. 1 09 
To refute these testimonies, the defense called Sirhan and his mother 
to the stand to testify that this economic class was not represented on 
the jury. llO 
Mr . Cooper tried to obtain two postponements to research his 
motions on the Grand and petit juries . He argued that without time he 
could not do a proper job of presentation before the court. The judge 
ruled that there had been enough postponement and he refused both re­
quests . 1 1 1  
On February 4,  1 969 , Sirhan and his mother took the stand for 
the first tirre. Their statements constituted a dramatic testirrony 
on poverty. The mother stated that her annual incorre had been between 
$ 1471.00 and $1 752.00 a year. After their testimony ,  however, Judge 
Walker denied all of the motions because he reasoned that it - was 
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irrel evant to the case at hand and b�l onged in an Appel ate cou rt . 1 1 2  
This was stil l anoth er ground for fut ure appeal . 
The defense made another motion for two different j uri es to 
hear the tNo phases of the tri a 1 . This motion was a 1 so denied by 
the _ j udge. 1 1 3  I n  a third motion , hel d  in cl osed chambers , the defense 
asked to chan ge the p lea to guil ty. 1 1 4  According to C a l ifornia l aw ,  the 
defense is permitted to p l e ad guil ty to fi rs t  degree murder with the 
specific provision that the sentence be l ife impri sonrrent. This is known 
as ba rgaining in closed chambers. S uch an arrangerrent must be approved  
by the j udge and the prosecution . Before the jury was sequestered , the 
defense tried to bargain for l i fe imprisonrrent. The motion was refused 
by the j udge but  the information about the motion reached the p ress. I n  
essence , it  had the effect of admitting to Sirh an ' s guil t and , what i s  
more irrportan t ,  the l eaka ge viol ated the an ti - publ i city order .  This in­
formation co ul d have very easi ly  reached the j urors and made an impa rtial  
j ury impossibl e. This resu l ted in creating another motion for appeal . 1 1 5 
Arg uments of the Defense 
Law of di mini shed capacity 
The defense appeared to re ly  compl ete ly  on the l aw of diminished 
capacity in the Sirhan tria l . M r. Harry Wood , Head of the Appel ate 
Divison for the Coun ty of Los Angel es , wrote in an a rt ic l e a bout th e 
use of dimini shed capacity in the Sirhan trial : 
Specifical l y ,  it was argued th at because of one of any 
combination of the fol l owin g  abnormal ities ( i ntoxication ; 
hypnotism , schizoph renia - pa ranoid type , pa ranoi a )  the 
defendan t was unab l e to mature ly and rre ani ngfu l l y  pre ­
medi tate an d de l i berate. Since prerredi tati on and del i bera­
ti on are bm of th e essent i al e l eme nts necessa ry to prove 
fi rs t de gree murde r un de r Cal i forni a . 1 a\\l , evi denGe o f  
intent o r  state o f  mi nd i n  th i s  reg ard was cruci al . In 
Si rhan , the defense sou ght to p resent evi dence o f  di mini shed 
capaci ty _ to re duce the degree of the ho;ni ci de from fi rst to second de gree . 1 16 
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The l aw of di mi ni shed capaci ty was -a- - deri vat-i ve of the M '­
Naughton Rul e . 1 17 Th i s appro ach e l i mi nated any l ine of attack · e xcept 
tha t  the cri rre was not p remedi tated . The puni shment was l i mi ted to 
second de gree murde r o r  mansl aughte r .  l l 8  
The M ' Naugh ton Rul e was establ ish ed i n  th e Eng l i sh courts i n  
the nineteenth centu ry . In the fi ndi ngs of  the co u rt , the purpose  of 
M ' Naugh ton was : 
To estab l i sh de fe nse on the groun d of i ns ani ty , i t  must be 
cl earl y  proved that  at the ti me of commi tting th e act , the 
party acc used was labori ng unde r such a defect of reason , 
from di seas e of the mi nd , as not to know th e nature o r  
qua l i ty o f  the a c t  he \'las doi ng ; o r ,  i f  h e  di d know i t ,  
tha t  he was not awa re he was doi ng what  was wrong . 11 9 
In Cal i fo rn i a ,  the M ' Naughton Rule  ha d been l i mi ted in 
scope . There were types of  i nsani ty th at coul d not be used as a 
defense . These were as fol l ows :  
1 .  Mora 1 o r  Emoti on I nsani ty - -does not depri ve a person of the 
capa ci ty to d·i sti ngui sh ri g ht from wro n g .  
2 .  I rres i sti bl e Imp u l se--ch a racteri zed a s  moral  i nsani ty . 
· 3 .  M i sce l l aneous Mental D i sorders - -defined  as rre 1 ancho l i a  
e pi l epsy , homos exual i ty ,  addi cti on to drugs , etc . 
4 .  Del us ion - -sel dom uphe l d ,  was defined i n  the Peopl e v .  
G ri ffi th case. The fi ndings re ad as fol l ows : Wh en­
eve r  parti a l  i nsani ty o r  i nsani ty del usi on o r  hal l ucina­
·ti ons are re 1 i ed upon as a defense to a cri rre ,  the 
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evidence mus t s hm,; th at the crime charqe d was the product 
of off-s prinq of  s uch i nsan i ty ,  insane delusion or hal­
lucination an d tha t  t he  defendant did not know that his 
crime was wron q. 1 20 
The l a\'/ of diminished capacity was one of the mos t controversial 
laws in the state of C alifornia. It had b�en criticized mainly as  
being unjust . Mr. Wood ope ned his articl::· on dimini s hed capacity 
by displaying an attack of its use . He said: 
The recent and widely publicize d cas e of the People v. Sirhan 
Bishara Sirhan furnis hes a prime e xample of a gro\'dng concept 
in criminal trials which threatens the foun dation of our 
system of criminal jus ti ce. In  Sirhan , the defense relied 
upon diminis hed capa city . 121 
· The controversy had centered around three major c riticisms 
concerning the application of M ' Naughton in California. They were 
as foll m1s : 
1 . The test of di mini s hed  capacity v1as devised with out 
proper consideration of the factual situation in any 
particular cas e .  
2. The principle o f  law is based in part on medical reliefs 
of  past centuries which is irreconcilable with modern 
psychiatric findings and practices . 
3. The law of di�inished capa city is an obs tacle to penological 
reform. On the one hand, it permits f ull criminal punish­
ment of many persons whose mental illness  is es tablished ; 
and , on the other hc: ; � d, it does not as sure the continued 
detention for a s u ffi cient period of persons dan qerously 
and legally insane . 2 l 
Although the lav, of dimin i s hed capacity was under attack, 
it was still widely used in capital cases . Several changes had 
been proposed by the a dvocates of the 1 av, in an effort to make the 
principle more acceptable to both s ides.  The advocates argued that 
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the la\•/ should be mai ntai ned because no substi tute h·ad been foun d ,  
inj ustices had been mi ni mi zed , and the rule was practi cal and 
necessary. 1 2 3 The chan ges that had been accon�li shed i n  Cali forn ia 
· were as follows :  
,, 
1 .  The Durham · Rule: 195 4  
This case rejected M '  Naughton and announced a 1 oose test 
of whether the act was a result of a mental disease or 
defect. 
2 .  Model Penal Code Rule : 1955 
This proposal rejected the Durham Rule and suggested that 
a person was not responsi ble if he could not appreciate 
the crimi nali ty of his acti ons and it defi ned mental 
disease to e xclude abnorn@li ti es man ifested only by 
repeated cri mi nal or anti -social acti on. 
3 .  Theory of Diminished Responsi bili ty: 1 9 57  
This rule allows the consi deration of mental abnonnali ties 
which substantially impai r the responsibi li ty of the 
defendant. The effect of the proof i s  not a complete 
defense , but a reducti on i n  the de gree of the cri me . 
The California  M'Naughton Rule was establi shed i n  the case 
of the People v. Wolfe . In effect the deci si on of the court defi ned 
insanity as 1 1a diseased or deran ged condi ti on of mi nd whi ch renders 
a person incapable of knowi ng or understanding the nature and q uali ty 
of his act or to di sti n gui sh ri ght from wrong  in relation to that 
act. " Thi s deci sion establi shed a test for insani ty for the first 
ti me si nce M'Naughton . The test was if the defendant had suffi c i e nt 
rrenta 1 capaci ty to know and understand what he was doing and if 
the defendant understood that hi s acti on was wrong and that he 
h d . 1 d h . h f h 125 I th. - b d d a v, o ate t e r, g ts o ot ers. n essence , , s case roa ene 
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the interpretation of M 1 Naugh ton beca use it required that the defendant  
have an understanding and appre ciation of the nature and quality of the 
criminal act before the defe n dant may be found sane . 1 26 
Sirhan ' s  outbursts .in court 
Twice during the course of the trial , Sirhan Bishara Sirhan 
had to be restrained in the courtroom .  Sirhan 1 s outbursts in court 
helped the defense in their plea of di min i shed capacity b ut i t  hurt 
the development of pathos for the defendant. 12 7 Sirhan ' s  firs t out­
burst came as a result of the p rosecution introducing his notebooks 
into the court as evidence . Sirhan disturbed the court proceedings 
twice saying  that he would change his plea to guilty if the note­
books were introduced. Finally , the judge had to dismiss the  court 
in order to accept the notebooks from the prosecution. 1 28 Sirhan, 
outraged by the introduction of his notebooks, interrupted the 
court on February 27 to der.wnd that he be allowed to chan ge his 
plea to guilty and to request his own execution . He said : 
I want to withdraw my plea of not gui lty and plead 
guilty to all coun ts as charged . . .  I want to dis-
associate myself from my counsel . . .  I killed Robert F .  
Kennedy willfully and pre1;1
1��tatively and with t\•tenty years malice aforethought. 
The judge denied the request saying tl1 at this had to be proved 
in a court of law . The timing of this outburst was poor since 
it came on the first day of the presentation of the defense ' s  
1 30 case. 
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Fo l l owi n g  th i s o utb u rs t , G ran t Coope r and  th e o th e r  defe n s e  
atto rneys vo l un tee re d  t o  res i gn say i ng that th ey had  b ee n  rece i vi n g 
no coope rati on f ror.1 th e de fendan t .  They o ffe red a s  e v i de nee a 1 i s  t 
o f  twel ve vl i tne s s es that had  to be cal l e d o ve r  Si rh an ' s  o bj ec ti ons . 
J udge Wal ke r deni e d  th i s  req ues t . 1 3 1 
S i rhan ' s 1 ast  o utb re a k  i n  co urt came duri ng  the  tes ti mony 
of  the p rosec uti on ' s  wi tnes s , D r. Seymore Po l l ack . D r .  Po l l ack  
s ai d th at he  tho ught S ·i rhan v-1as l yi ng  when  he took th e s tand . He 
a l s o  i ndi cate d that  he th ought Si rh an had  l i ed duri ng psych i at ri c 
i nves ti gati ons . Dr .  Po l l a ck co u l d not accept  th at S i rh an was unab l e  
to remembe r  h i s notebooks or th e i nci de nt of Kenne dy ' s  a s s as i na t i on . 
S i rh an l eaped to hi s feet duri ng  th e tes ti mony an d s ai d ,  1 1 ! am n o t  
goi ng  t o  l e t h i m  ca l l m e  a l i a r . " The j udge o rde re d  S i rh an res t rai ne d 
an d wa rned  h i m th at he  wou l d b e  foun d i n  contempt o f  court i f  th e re · 
1 32 were any furth e r  outb u rsts . 
P syc_h i atri c _ _:tes ti mony i n  s uooo rt 
of  di mi ni s he d  capa ci ty 
A ccordi n g  to one o f  th e p ros ec uti ng attorneys , J o h n  Howa rd , 
one of the weakes t  phas es of th e de fense  was the psych i at ri c  tes t i mony . 
1 .  gui 1 ty o f  fi rst de gree murder 
2. quilty of seconct  deg ree murder 
3 .  gui lty of volunta ry manslaugh ter 
4. acqui tta1 1 70 
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On A !; fi l 1 6  the  j u ry as k e d  for J udge t·Jalker to clarify h i s  
i nstructions on the secon d deg ree murder charge. 1 71 He di d so and 
the j ury resume d deliberati ons until Th u rs day , April 1 7  when the j ury 
found Sirhan gui l ty o f  firs t de gree murder in the fata l  shooti ng of 
Senator Robert F. Kennedy. 1 72 The pros ecuti on announced at this .  
t i  rre th at it would not p ress for the death penalty at the req uest 
of Edward Kennedy and the fami ly. 1 7 3 
On Ap ri l 2 3,  1 969 , the j ury passed  sentence on the penal ty 
that Sirhan should receive. He was condemned to the gas chamber �fter 
1 1  hours and 45  minutes of del i berati ons. The formal sentencing 
was scheduled for May 14,  1969. 1 74 
Goals of The Defense 
The defense team in the Si rhan tri a l  realized the limits \vhich 
they faced in obtai ning the goal of second degree murder or  manslaughter. 
F rom the openi n9 of the tri a l , the defense tol d the prospecti ve jurors 
that they did not deny that Si rhan killed Robert F .  Kennedy , they only 
q uestioned the de gree of his gui lt because of di�i ni s hed capacity. 1 75 
Rus se l l E. Parsons out1 i ned  what he cons i de�ed to be the major 
goa l s of the defense consi de ring the circumstanc s of the trial and 
the defendant . He lis ted th ree goals : 
l .  to 1 ay the groun dwork for an e ventual appeal 
2. to attemp t to delay the tri al as much as possi b l e  
3. to prove that Si rhan ha d a diminished capacity . 1 76 
/ 
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In a person al i ntervi ew , however , Grant  Cooper defined t he goals 
of the defense as bei ng simp l y  to reduce S i rhan ' s cri me to a second 
degree murder ch arge or mansl aughter . 1 77  Emi l Zol a Bennan agreed wi th 
this  anal ysis of the goa ls  when he sai d of the defense i n  the Si rhan 
tri a l : 1 1 It  wi l l  be the pri nci pal concern of the defens e  to sa ve 
Si rhan from the gas chamber . 1 1 1 78 
After the data an d research had been comp l eted to present 
to the court s i ts val i di ty was wei ghed  by the rhetori c that i nt roduced 
i t . An ana l ysis of the rhetori c  of the defense may g i ve an i ns i gh t 
as to why the pri mary goa l was not obta i ned .  
Summat:.Y_ 
On J une 5 ,  1 968 , shortl y  after midni gh t , Senator Robert 
F .  Kennedy was shot i n  the Arrbassador Hotel after del i veri n g  h i s 
victory speech cel ebrati n g  the o utcoire of the Cal i forn i a presi dent i a l 
pri mary . The assa i l an t ,vas i dentif i ed as Si rhan B i s h ara Si rhan , a 
24 -year-ol d Jordan i an i mmi grant to the Uni ted States . On J une 6 ,  
1 968 , Kennedy di ed an d Si rhan Si rhan was charged wi th fi rst degree 
rrurder i n  the Coun ty of Los Angel es .  
Seven IOOnth s after the assassination ,  o n  J anuary 5 ,  1 969 , 
Si rhan went  to t ri a l i n  an improvi sed  courtroom on the ei ghth fl oor 
of the Ha l l  o f  J usti ce i n  Los Angel es . Even before the t ri al o pened 
a new precedent i n  l aw h ad been establ i shed when on J une 7 , 1 968 , 
the j udge presi di ng o ver the arrai gnrrent i ssued the controversi a l  
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an ti-publicity orde r. Thi s orde r was debated by the prosecuti on unti l 
the close of the trial. 
The defense team representi ng Si rhan \·1as compri sed of three 
outstandi n g  attorneys . There \tere: Grant Cooper, chi ef defense at­
torney ; Russell E. Parsons, Los Angeles ; and Emi l Zola Be nnan, New 
York. The prosecuti on was complete with David N. Fitts , Lynn D. 
Compton , and John Howard, all from the Di strict Attorney 's  Offi ce. 
The most controvers ial phase of the trial involved the seati ng 
of the jury. This phase became a testing ground for the Witherspoon 
decision, the Ande rson -Saterfi eld deci si on and the People v. Beivelman 
decision. The defense's major motion was made during this phase of  
the trial. 
The defense argued dimi ni shed capaci ty throughout the trial 
and their stated goal was to reduce Sirhan's guilt to second degree 
murder or manslaughter. On April 1 7 , 1 96 9 , the j ury found Sirhan 
guilty of first  degree murder and on April 2 3, 1 969 , Sirhan was 
sentenced to death in the gas chamber by the same jury. 
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CHAPTER III 
R HETORICAL CRITI CI SM 
Procurement of the Text to be Evaluated -- - -- ----
It 1s essential in a rhetorical evaluation of the defense in 
the Sirhan Bishara Sirhan trial to limit the texts to include those 
speeches which best express the approach of the defending attorneys. 
However , before an entire text can be examined it rrust be obtained. 
Procuring the text of the Sirhan Sirhan trial was a most difficult 
assi gnrrent. 
Unfortunately, up to the completion date of this investigation, 
the transcript for the Sirhan trial had been neither indexed nor 
published. Following the formal sentencing, the case was appealed and 
the immdiate transcripts were handed over to those people involved in 
the prosecution and the defense during the appeal period. The tran­
scripts were in continual use. 1 Four copies of the transcipts were 
produced after the trial. One copy was given to each of the following: 
the appellate defense attorney, George Shibley ; the appellate prosecuting 
attorney, John Howard; the Governor of California, Ronald Reagan ;_ and 
the County Courthouse in Los Angeles. 2 All of these · copies were in­
accessible unless used in the appropriate offices in California. 
According to Cal ifomi a law , the court reporter is the only 
person authorized to sell or reproduce a court transcript. 3 Upon 
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request, the Los Angeles County Court sent a list of the reporters 
who covered this particular trial. There were six court reporters 
in the Sirhan trial : Kathleen Cochrane , Marie A. Flahive , Ronald 
R. Mastro , Vesta Minnick, Cam Knight and Janet Ward.4 All of the 
court reporters were contacted ; 5 Vesta Minni ck answered saying that 
the transcript was over 9 ,000 pages long and would cost 35¢ a page to 
reproduce.6 This offer virtually ruled out the purchasing of a tran­
script. 
Ronald Reagan agreed to a transfer of his trancript to Frank 
Farrar, governor of South Dakota. Frank Farrar subsequently agreed to 
transfer the transcript to Hilton Briggs , President of South Dakota 
State University. After some deliberation, however, Reagan decided 
that shipping the transcript would be costly and risky and he qualified 
his offer. He agreed to lend the transcript only after all channels 
had been exhausted. 7 
John Howard , representing the prosecution in  the appeal , refused 
to lend his copy of the transcript even if it was used in his imrrediate 
office because he stated that it was in constant use. 8 George Shibley , 
defense appellate attorney, willingly volunteered his transcript for 
examination if it was to be used in his office located in Long Beach. 9 
On March 20 , 1970, this writer went to Los Angeles in order to obtain_ 
copies of the transcript. After sofll! complications, John Howard at the 
request of George Shibley , volunteered the use of his transcript . 
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Selection of The Texts for Eval uation 
Four complete speeches were delivered by the defense in the 
Sirhan Bishara Sirhan trial . They were the opening address, del ivered 
by Emil Zola Berman ; the motion to quash the indictment, delivered by 
Grant Cooper ; the closing argument at the completion of the first 
trial , delivered by Grant Cooper ; and the cl osing argument heard at the 
completion of the second trial, delivered by Grant Cooper. 
After examination of the. transcript and reinforcement from 
Grant Cooper, only three of these speeches were chosen as being central 
to the development of the line of argument of the defense. These 
three speeches were the opening argument and both cl osing arguments. 
The motion to quash the indictment was not central to the development 
· of the defense's case because it was not peculiar to the Sirhan trial. 
As Grant Cooper explained in a personal interview held on March 20 , 
1970, "the objection to the jury is standard in capital cases. �• Grant 
Cooper also saw the speeches chosen for analysis as being the strategy 
speeches for the defense. 10 
Textual Authenticy 
The texts of the chosen speeches were obtained from the official 
transcript of the Sirhan Bishara Sirhan trial as reported by Vesta 
Minnick and Cam Knight. The transcript from which these speeches were 
obtained can be found in the District Attomey's Office in the County 
of Los Angeles in the custody of John Howard . Because the speeches were 
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recorded in  the offici al transcri pt of  the people v .  Sirhan Bi shara 
Sirhan ,  there i s  li ttle doubt as to te xtual authenti ci ty.  
Un:Lq�enes s  of The  Rhetori cal S� tuati o� 
Thi s rhetori cal cri ti ci sm of the defense i n  the Si rhan Si rhan 
tri al i s  uni que because a defense team i s  bei nq evaluated rather than 
a speaker  i n  a si ngular speaki n g  act. Three separate speeches are · 
being evaluated , \•Jhi ch were deli vered by two diffe rent speakers. These 
speeches did not represent solely the efforts of the pe rson deli vering 
the speech but rather the team effort of the three defense attorneys. 
The above ci ted situati on imposes a li mi tati on on the scope 
of the attempted rhetori cal cri ti ci sm . The evaluati on must be made 
on the basi s of the defense as a team. Fi nal judgment cannot be made 
on the basis of si ngular i nputs i nto the speech under analysis . The 
team effort must be a conti nual considerati on. Another li mitation 
imposed on rhetori cal cri ti ci sm of the Si rhan trial was the limited 
sampl i ng of texts . Because the transcript was over 9,000 pages in 
length , 1 1  it was vi rtual ly i mpossible to analyze the total rhetori c. 
For thi s reason, only a li mi ted segment of the rhetori c was criticized. 
Nevertheless, the speeches chosen rep resented the mai n strategy of the 
defense. 
Basi s of The C ri teri a for The Rhetori c Cri ti ci sm _,_ -·- -·- ---- -- - --
The basi s of the criteri a for the rhetori cal cri ti ci sm, unless 
otherwi se menti oned, was Lester Thonssen and A. Crai g Bai rd I s 
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Speech Criticism . 12 Suitable standards of judgment were found in 
Part V of this text. The basis for the criteria was classical and is, 
therefore, divided into the five classical cannons of speech: inven­
tion, arrangerrent, style, memory, delivery. 1 3  
This thesis was begun with the anti cipati on of receiving 
information about the delivery of the speeches being analyzed from 
people in the audience. 1 4  However, because of a negati ve response, 
there was not adequate i nfonnati on from which to draw cone 1 usi ons on 
delivery . 1 5  According to Thonssen and Baird, meroory has dropped out of 
corm,on _usage in rhetorical criticism .  For this reason, these two cannons 
were not included in the rhetorical criticism .  
Regarding invention ,  the rhetoric was analyzed under the 
division of logical proof, emotional proof, and ethical proof. The 
arrangenent of the speeches was criticized on the basis of the 
energence of the therre, choice of organizati onal patterns , and 
clarity of transitions and main points . The stylistic evaluation 
·was conducted i n  terms of the attributes of clarity, correctness, 
appropriateness, and vividness .  A judgrrent on effectiveness follows 
each critical appraisal . This nethod of criticism was chosen as the 
basis  for evaluation because of its standardi zed use i n  the field of 
speech . 
Inventi on 
Invention can be defined as the context of the speech. It involves 
the attempt on the part of the speaker to prepare a speech suitable to 
his purpose. Accardi ng to Thonssen and Bai rd, "the concept of invention 
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inclu des the entire investi gative undertakin g, the i dea of ' status' 
an d the modes of pe rsu asio n - -logical, emotional and ethical . . . 1 1 1 6 
Logi cal Proof 
Logical proof is he re defined as the rational demons tration i n  
the speech . In analyzing logical proof , Thonssen and Baird stated 
that the obje ctive of the critic should be: 
1
1
• • • to determine hm•J fully a qi  ve n speech enforces an idea ; 
hm•1 easily that enforceme nt conforms to the gene ral rules of 
argumentati ve de velopme nt ; and how nearly the totality of the 
reasoning aQp roaches a me · s ure of truth adequate for purposes 
of acti on. 1 7 
Thonssen and Baird further establish the pri nci pal means by 
which log i cal proof can be  critically analyzed. They are as follows: 
1 .  detenni nation of the i ntellectual resources of the speaker, 
2.  determinati on of the severity and strictness of the argumenta­
t i ve development ,  
3. detenni nati on of the " truth I I  of the i dea in functi ons 
existence. 18 I 
S trategy_ of t� defense 
The goals, as they were perceived by the defense , should be 
established . Once the goals are established, the strategy used to 
achi eve the goals should be dete nnined and critically evaluated. In 
an effort to determine the e ffective ness of the defense strategy,  the 
following criti cal q uestion wi ll be asked : How wi se was the choice 
of the strate gy? 
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Goals of the defense 
There were three lawyers who made up the defense team for the 
Sirhan Sirhan trial. These lawyers were : Grant Cooper, Los Angeles, 
Emil Zola Berman, New York ; Russell E. Parsons, Los Angeles. These 
lawyers disagreed to some extent on what the goal of the defense was 
for this tri a 1 .  
Russell E. Parsons put the defense of Sirhan in historical 
perspective when he enurrerated three goals. He saw the defense as 
striving for : 1 )  an eventual appeal, 2 )  lengthy postponement, and 3 )  
reduced sentence. 1 9  Emil Zola Berman and Grant Cooper were rather 
idealistic in enunerating one goal for the defense.20 Grant Cooper 
stated that the defense was attempting to reduce Sirhan's sentence by 
arguing diminished capacity. Cooper and Berman agreed that any goal 
other than a reduced sentence was secondary and could not be con­
sidered a primary objective.21 
Obstacles to obtaining the goal 
The magnitude of the crirre was the pri mary obstacle to the success 
of the defense. Sirhan Sirhan was the only political assassin to be 
successfully brought to ju�tice in the twentieth century. Not only 
did Sirhan assassinate a popular candidate for the presidency of the 
United States but he assassinated the brother of John F. Kennedy. This 
is crucial to an understanding of the circumstances. Four years prior 
to Robert F. Kennedy's assassination, John F. Kennedy had become the 
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first Arrerican president to be assassinated in the twentieth century. 
John F. Kennedy had also been the youngest man to serve as President 
and the only Catholic to hold that office. He was comrronly considered 
a popular President. Robert F. Kennedy shared some of this popular 
appeal. I t  would be difficult to overcome the ethical proof inherent 
in the Kennedy narre. 
Sirhan himself was another obstacle to the defense. The 
defense was attempting to establish Sirhan ' s  diminished capacity. When 
Sirhan was put on the witness stand he appeared extremely well corrposed 
and intelligent. 22 His language, his logic and his proved I.Q. were 
far above normal.23 He did not appear to be a man of diminished capacity. 
He was also a cold man who did not invoke syrll)athy and did not engender 
a sympathetic response. 24 
A third obstacle of the defense was a lack of ethos. The 
Friar ' s  Club case did have an effect on Grant Cooper ' s  ethical proof. 
He had admitted to perjury in front of a Federal Grand Jury. 25 These 
were sone grounds for the jury to doubt Grant Cooper ' s  sincerity. Fur­
ther , when the prosecution demonstrated that Dr. Schorr, a defens� 
psychologist, had plagiarized on the witness stand this added to the 
diminishing ethos of the defense team and their witnesses.26 Even 
the major line of argurrent used by the defense, diminished capacity, 
was under attack in California as being an unjust defense.27 
A final obstacle that the defense had to cope with was -the 
audience, here defined as the jury, primarily, and, secondarily, the 
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judge. The most di ffi cult phase of the tri al was getti ng an unbiased 
jury. Generally, i n  a capi tal case, the defense wants li beral-mi nded 
people because conservati ves are too apt to hand down the death 
28 penalty. In thi s  tri al , since the li beral-mi nded people were 
probably supporters of Robert F. Kennedy, anyone si tti ng on the jury 
was roore prone to hand down a death sentence. 29 Grant Cooper saw the 
jury as one of the major obstacles. 
Strategies of the defense 
Consideri ng the pri mary goal of a reduced sentence for Si rhan 
Bishara Si rhan and the obstacles to obtai ni ng that goal, the mai n strat­
egy of the defense was di mi ni shed capaci ty. Grant Cooper, addressi ng 
the j udge i n  closed chanbers, saw di mi nished capaci ty as the only strat­
egy . It was a regrettable decisi on for the defense i n  the Si rhan tri al 
to rely so completely on di mi ni shed capaci ty, si nce the law of di mi nished 
capaci ty was under attack.30 
In support of the defense's contenti on of Si rhan's di mi ni shed 
· capaci ty, the defense subpoened psychiatri sts and psychologists to testi­
fy. Unfortunately for the defense, the two key wi tnesses proved to be 
the weakest to testi fy on Si rhan's behalf.31 Dr . Marti n Schorr , the 
fi rst medi cal wi tness, was shown to have plagerized porti ons of his 
report , as was previ ously rrenti oned.32 The closi ng medi cal w itness, Dr. 
Bernard Diamond , gave testi mony so ali en to the audi ence that he did not 
even expect . to be accepted. 33 
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The defense al so compil ed a 751 page biography of Sirhan by 
which to prove the prolonged diminished capacity of the defendant . 34 
Emil Zol a Berman rel ied heavil y on the facts of the biography for 
strategy in his opening address . He introduced the circumstances of 
Sirhan's chil dhood as being unique. 35 The prosecution found this l ine 
of argurrent easy to attack . Dr. Seymore Pol l ack, who testified against 
Sirhan, said: 
Sirhan was rootivated by pol itical reasons to assassinate 
Robert F .  Kennedy . . .  his earl y l ife was comoon to 
all Middl e East chil dren . . . there was nothing unusual 
to create psychotic or paranoid conditions.36 
There were several effective strategies used by the defense 
to postpone the trial . The trial did not begin until seven months after 
the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy. 37 The first postponenent was 
granted on the basis of insufficient medical evidence for the defendant 
to enter a pl ea. 38 On August 2, 1968, Sirhan pl eaded not guil ty to 
the charge of first degree JllJrder. 39 The trial was further postponed 
until January 5, 1 969, because of the l ate discl osure of the compl eted 
defense team .40 
Once the trial started, the defense made two more attempts at 
postponerrent . In one instance , Grant Cooper cal l ed for a mistrial on 
the basis of Friar Cl ub case publ icity. He asked for a thirty-day 
postponerrent.41 In another instance , during the argurrent on the rrotion 
to quash the indictment, Cooper asked for a del ay on the basis of too 
l ittl e tine to eval uate the resul ts of a survey of the Superior Court 
of Los Ange l es judges. 42 Both of these requests for postponements were 
denied by the judge on the basis that there had been too much de l ay. 
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Grant Cooper, in his closing address at the conclusion of the 
trial for penalty, introduced a new strategy to this case . He at­
teff1)ted to make the jurors realize the responsibility they had in 
exacting punishrrent. Cooper continually repeated that Sirhan's life 
was at the · discretion of each juror ' s  individual conscience.43 The new 
strategy may have been unfortunate because the audience had to realize 
· the magnitude of their responsibility. They knew that the world was 
waiting for their decision . Cooper , in his strategy may have magnified 
the res_ponsibility that the jury already felt. 
Conclusions concerning strategy 
The critical question asked concerning the strategy of the 
defense was: How wise was the choice of the strategy? Considering this 
question , a judgrrent can be made on the strategies of the defense. 
Using the law of diminished capacity could be considered as 
an unwise decision for two reasons. The first reason was that the 
principle of law was under attack for being unethical .44 The use of 
this principle of law as a strategy would, therefore, automatically 
reflect on the sincerity of the defense. Secondly, b_ecause the law of 
diminished capacity is so ol d,45 there a� many proved effective counter 
argunents. The defense in the Sirhan trial could have been more original 
1n  their approach to the law. An alternative nethod may have been to · 
argue on the basis of political assassinations that reasons for the 
assassinations need to be explored. Further, there seened to be no better 
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way to study reasons for political assassinations than through the 
mi nd of the assassin. This approach �ms only rrentioned once in a con­
cluding paragraph of Grant Cooper's final closing address. 
Constructing a biography of Sirhan might have been an effective 
strategy had the defense been able to prove some uniqueness in the 
biography. By simply reconstructing the atrocities of war and fai l ure ,  
the prosecution could easily refute the biography as being common to 
many people. 
The most pragmatic goals enunerated by the defense were the 
postponenent of the trial and the establishnent of grounds for appeal. 
The strategies used to achieve these two goals were substantially suc­
cessful . 
Inductive process 
The process of induction involves reasoning from particular 
incidents to a general conclusion. Inductive reasoning involves all of . 
the evidence and support that a speaker brings to the speech. 46 The 
product of inductive reasoning is a generalization which becomes a 
premise from which deductive reasoning can proceed. 
To evaluate the inductive reasoning used in the arguments of 
the defense in the Sirhan trial, the following critical question will 




The intellectual stock of a speaker can essentially be defined 
as his knowledge and experience. The orator should be apprai sed on his 
capaci ty for fonnulating ideas, on his recogni tion of the pressi ng 
problems of the ti me, and on his reflective thi nki ng.47 
Accordi ng to Thonssen and Baird, a biography is i mportant i n  
criticizi ng the intellectual resources. They state: 
Recent studies were based on sound precedent, therefore, i n  
stressing the importance of the orator's background for a 
full understanding of the speeches subjected to critici sm. 48 
Biography--Grant Cooper. --Grant Cooper was the chief defense 
attorney for the Sirhan Bishara Sirhan tri al. 49 He was bom on Apri l 1 ,  
1 903, i n  New York City. SO He traveled with the Merchant Marines after 
high school graduati on for two years until he finally settled with an 
uncle i n  Los Angeles. 51 He received an LL. B from Southwestern Univer­
sity and was admitted to the California Bar Association i n  1 927. He 
served as Deputy City Attorney, Deputy Distri ct Attorney and Chief 
Deputy of Los Angeles before entering private practice. Between 1 962 
and 1 963, he was President of the Board of Regents of the American 
College of Trial Lawyers and he is presently serving on the Advi sory 
Committee on Fair Tri al and Free Press. 52 
Grant Cooper was considered one of Los Angeles • most success.ful 
lawyers. 53 Two of his most famous cases are the Finch-Tregoff Murder 
Case and the recent Danang Mari ne Case. The Fi nch-Tregoff Murder 
Case i nvolved Dr . Bernard Finch and Carole Tregoff who were both 
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charged with the murder of Mrs. Finch. Cooper staged a reenactment 
of the crime in his closing argument. This incident has become a clas­
sic court drama. In the trial , he was able to obtain two deadlocked 
juries before the final conviction. 54 Neither one of the defendants 
received the death sentence. 55 
The Danang Marine Case occurred in - 1 967 when Cooper flew to 
Danang to represent a Marine sergeant charged with the murder of a 
Vietnamese civilian. He was able to obtain a total acquittal for the 
defendant. 56 
Grant Cooper was generally a well-respected lawyer , except 
for the Friar's Club Case , who handled the day to day representation 
of Sirhan in court. 
Biograp�-- Emil Zola Berman. -- Emil Zola Bennan was described 
1 n The Ne� York Ti mes as a "living version of I cabod Crane. 1 1 He was 
born in 1 903 in Lower East Side. During World War II he flew bont>ers 
in "Vinegar Joe "  Stillwell's personal wing. For his heroism he received 
a Distinguished Flying Cross , a Bronze Star , and an Air Medal. 57 He 
was considered one of the best medical testimony lawyers in the United 
States. SB In the Sirhan Bi shara Sirhan trial , he delivered the 
opening address and handled the medical witnesses and the medical 
testimony. 59 
Mr. Bennan was a celebrated New York negligence 1 awyer. Two 
of his most outstanding cases were the Gravelle Case and the McKean 
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Case. Camille Cravelle was a Louisiana Negro charged with aggravated 
rape of a white woman. With an all white jury and a white judge, Ber­
man succeeded in obtaining only an 18-month sentence for the accused 
Camille . 60 
In 1 956, Bennan defended Sergeant Mathew McKean, a Staff 
Sergeant on Parris Island . McKean faced a six-year prison tenn for 
ordering a march on Parris Island which resulted in the drowning of 
six Marine recruits . Berman was able to obtain for McKean a reduced 
six-month sentence . 61 
Emil Zola Bennan was essential to the defense team because he 
was in charge of the psychiatric testimony, one of the essential ele­
ments in the strategy of the defense . 
Biography--Russell �- Parsons .--Russell E .  Parsons was in charge 
of preparing witnesses and planning the strategy to allow for an appeal . 62 
He was primarily a legal researcher and he specialized in developing 
grounds for appea1 . 63 He received his law degree from the University of 
_ Southern Califomia and he was in semi-retirement at the time of the 
Sirhan Sirhan trial . 64 
Two of his most famous cases were People y. · cahan and the 
1 1 Rattlesnake 1 1  James Murder Case. People y. Cahan established a 
precedent in California law. In effect, it made evidence illegally 
obtained inadmissible in a criminal court in Califomia . 65 In the 
1 935 1 1 Rattlesnake " James Murder Case, Parsons was able to delay the 
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final conviction for seven years when all the evidence pointed to the 
guilt of the defendants from the beginning. 66 
,: · . . . In es sence , Ru ssell E. Parsons compl ete d the defens e team by 
s�ecia_lizing in legal research. He was ess ential and necessary to 
: - . · · · . \ 
formulating grounds for appeal during the trial of Sirhan Bishara 
Sirh an. 
Biography--Summary. --The following q uotation taken from the 
J anuary 1 3, 1 969 , is sue of the Time magazine found on page 28, gives 
some indication as to the personalities of each of the individual 
defense lawyers. The article stated: 1 1low-key Grant Cooper . .  
73 year-old veteran Russell E. Parsons . . .  -. .  flas hy New York trial 
1 awyer Emi 1 Zo 1 a Bennan. 1 1 
: · . . . . 
Intellectual Resources Utilized. -- l ntell ectual resources were 
1rore predominantly used in the last closing address than in either of 
the other two speeches. To develop the body of th � s  speech, the defense, 
=�-
represented through Grant Cooper, used rhetorical - q uestions. The answers 
p_rovided· to the rhetorical questions were opinion or reflective thinking. 
An e·xample which illustrates reflective thinking, an awareness o.f the 
times and the fonnulating of an idea cones at the closing of the last 
con:cluding argument. Grant Cooper stated: 
Is it not more probable that by sending him to the medical 
facilty at Vacaville . . .  something more can be learned 
about the human mind and what causes peopl e to want to kill 
and to ki 1 1  . 
Don ' t  you s uppose that through this study sorre other mentally 
disturbed individ ual may be c ured- -or the reasons discovered 
that might prevent--even one future killing--at least one 
political assassination may be averted. 6 7 
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Grant Cooper also appeared to exhibit a reliance on intellectual 
resources in the first closing argurrent heard after the trial for guilt. 
This  was especially obvious when he would apply the law to the situation 
in  the Sirhan trial. The defense did appear to reflect on how the 
laws applied peculiarly to the Sirhan trial . The body of the speech 
was devoted to interpreting the law for the audience. In interpreting 
the law, the defense relied on intellectual resources.68 
Emil Zola Bennan, representing the defense in the opening ad­
dress , made little use of intellectual resources. In one instance, 
however, he did formulate an idea from his own opinion. This incident 
cane in the middle of the speech , when quota ti on s from Sirhan I s note- · 
books were being offered as evidence to the defendant's diminished 
capacity . Emil Zola Berman stated: 
Later in the declaration he also wrote : "The author of this 
rtl!moranda expresses his wishes very bluntly that he wants 
to be recorded by history as the man who triggered off 
the last world war, 1 1  which I gather he rreant the last war 
to ever be, and there were such g;her writings , clear evidence of diminished capacity. 
At this point, Bennan had to be interrupted by the judge and 
reminded not to get into argurrent. 
Conclusions concerning intellectual resources.--The defense team 
was composed of three attorneys, each having a different specialized 
field. As a team they had the use of the inte.llectual resources of 
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Rus sell E .  Pars ons, a s peciali st in the l aw ;  Emil Zola Bennan, a 
s pecialist in tredical law and testimony ; and Grant Coope r ,  a s pecialist 
in c ri m i  na 1 1 aw . 
The defens e  utili zed intellectual res ources most s uccess fully 
in the fi rst closing arqument . The poorest us e of  these resources came 
in the opening  addres s because  a hasty gene ralization was made. At 
th at poi nt , the judge ha d to inte rrupt the speaker  to remind him not 
to get into an argument. 70 
Research resou rces 
Research resources can be coITT11only defined as e vi dence. 
Evidence, according to Thons sen an d Bai rd, is "the raw materi a 1 use d  
to -establis h proof. 1 1 I t  can include testimony, pers onal experience, . 
statistics, examples, o r  "any s o-called 'factual' items 1 1which induce 
in the mind of the heare r  o r  rea der a state of belief- - a  tendency to 
affi rm the existence o f  the fact o r  proposition to which the evidence 
attacks and in s upport of which it is introduced. ·u ]l 
According to Thons sen and Baird, the criti c ' s  chief function 
in analyzing research res ou rces is to test the s peake r's  evidence to 
determine whether  it serves as an adequate and valid s ubstructure of 
reasoning. 72 In oth er  words, the evidence has to be strong enough 
to s upport the conclusions drawn from it. 
The defense attempted to obtain the goal , establi s hed  i n  
Chapte r II, of  a red uced s entence for Sirhan Bis hara Si rh an by using 
four different approaches. These four approaches were defined as 
follows: 
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1. To develop Sirhan as a loner who was controlled by impulse. 
2. To develop a three volume, 75 1 page biography showing the 
effect of Sirhan's childhood on his life development. 
3. To examine 20-25 witnesses on the stand comprising of 
psychiatrists and psychologists and, finally, Sirhan and 
his mother to prove diminished capacity. 
4. To prove the effect of head injuries received during a 
fall from a horse in 1966 when Sirhan worked as an 
exercise boy at the Granja del Vista ranch. 7 3  
In a closed chamber session with Mr. Fitts, Mr. Compton, Mr. 
Parsons, Sirhan, and  Judge Walker present, Mr. Cooper stated the main 
11 ne of argument that the defense intended to use. He said: 1 1 I have 
no hesitancy in stating on the record that the defense in this case 
will be that of diminished responsibility. 1 1 74 
The previous discussion on the M'Naughton Rule and its 
development in Califomia { Chapter II ) gave four alternatives for a · 
defense attorney to use in California if relying on M'Naughton. The 
defense in the Sirhan Sirhan trial chose the theory of diminished 
capacity. For a better understanding of this theory, the ideas 
involved should be further developed. Under the traditional M'Naughton 
Rule there was either the complete defense of legal · insanity or no 
defense at all. In other words, if the defendant was found capable of 
distinguishing between right or wrong, he was held fully responsible 
for the crime regardl ess of partial insanity or other mental defects. 
The rule of diminished responsibility was incorporated into the English 
Homi ci de Act  i n  1 9 5 7 an d i t  al l owed th e cons i de r�ti on o f · mental  abnot­
mal i ti es whi ch s ubstanti a l l y  i mpai re d res pons i b i l i ty .  The effect o f  
the proo f was n o t  a comp l ete de fense  b ut a reducti on  i n  the degree of  
the cri me from , for exampl e ,  murde r to ma� s l augh te r . 75 
Th i s  l i ne of  defense  l i mi te d  th e res earch - res�urces . to psych· i - _ 
atric  an d psycho l ogi cal  tes ti mony . What had  to be proved  was tha t 
Si rh an had  a s uffi c i ent deg ree of  i ns an i ty to i mpai r h i s  consc i ous 
dec i s i on mak i ng proces s at  the ti me of th e cri me . The psych.i atri c 
tes ti mony was , the refo re ,  es s en ti al to th e S i rh an tri a l .  The two mai n 
wi tnesses were a l rea dy s tate d  as bei n g  Dr. Marti n S chorr an d Dr .  
Berna rd Di amon d .  
A s econ d  resea rch too l  for the defense  was the  l aw i ts e l f .  I n  
the moti on a gai ns t the j ury s e l e cti on proces s i n  CaH forn i a ,  th e 
. . 
defens e re l i ed on the Wi the rs poon deci s i on .  The defe ns e  wan ted to " s et 
as i de the p l ea of not gui l ty for the so l e an d on ly p urpose of  mak i n g  a 
moti on to q uas h th e i ndi ctment .- 1 1 76 To further  s upport the moti on , the 
de fens e used  tes ti mony p res ente d  to th e court duri ng Peop l e v .  Castro , 
a cas e bei n g  hea rd at the s ame ti ne as Peop l e v .  S i rh an Bi s hara S i rh a n . 
Furthe r us e o f  th e l aw cane when Cooper propos ed  a mi s tri a l  
because tes t i mony hea rd i n  c l os ed chambers about a pos s i b l e 1 1 bargai n i n g 1 1  
for S i rh an ' s  l i fe had bee n re l eased  to the p ress  by unk nown sources . 
Coope r s ai d that th e headl i nes  i n  the Los An_gfils Ti mes  rea d ,  1 1Si  rh an  
Wi l l  P l ead  Gui l ty to F i rs t  Deqree Murde r .  1 1 77 Cooper  b as e d  th�  de fens e 
for the moti on for a mi s t ri al o n  a comb i nati on o f  the Shepa rd deci s i on 
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and the anti-pub licity orde r is s ued  by the court to - cover the Sirhan 
·trial . 78 
F urther , the de fense relied on a Brandeis Bri ef as a research 
tool . 79 The defense resea rched Sirhan ' s  s oci o-economic condition 
\ 
and attempted to s how a correl ati on with his devel opment. The defense 
developed a complete biography of Sirhan , 75 1 pages l ong. BO The 
biography was introduced as evidence to Sirhan ' s  social condition. 
The defense al so put Sirhan an d his mother on the tes ti mony s tand , 
as king them about Sirhan ' s  chil dhood in Jerus a lem . Bl This completed 
the development of the Brandeis Brief. 
The defense in the Sirhan Bis hara Sirh an tria l had  four m ain 
res-earch resources that they utilized th roughout the trial. They 
were as fol lows : 
1 .  Psychiatric tes timony ;  
2. P revious 1 ega 1 decisions ;  
3. Statistical studies ; 
4. Brandeis B rief. 
Apprais al of the p roces s of induction 
Berman ' s  use of evidence might have been inadequate. He a s ked 
the j ury not to a ccept his word but to bel ieve the future testimony of 
the psychiatrist and the psychol ogist . The s peech was comp l ete ly  
undocumented , except for the appeals to future testimony , al though the 
s peec h  consisted of a bioqraphy of Sirh an. The s peech took the 
a udience from Sirhan Sirhan ' s  earl y days  in Pa lestine to the moment 
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of the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy. The major emphasis in the 
biography as presented by Berman was to show the progression of 
developing "spells " in the defendant. These spells were traced back 
to their origins during the first Arab-Israeli conflict and followed 
through maturity into Sirhan's mystical phase. 82 
Berman used inductive reasoning to arrive at his main general ­
ization. He enunerated ten instances in Sirhan's life when the defen­
dant was not in control of his senses. One of these instances was: 
" 
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Analysis of the dedu ctive process 
It has already been shown th at Emil Zola Berman arrived at the 
generalization that Sirh an was of diminished capacity with ins ufficient 
evidence . 
Once Be nnan had arrived at this generalization from a s tudied 
biography of the defendant ,  he argued deductively that Sirhan should 
receive a reduced s entence a ccording to California law. The major 
premise  was implied in the enthymeme presented by Bennan. The premise  
imp 1 i ed  that according to Ca  1 i forni a 1 aw , no  one of reduced men  ta  1 
capacity could be tried for firs t  degree murder. The generalization , 
stated above, fanned the minor premise and the conclusion as s tated 
by Bennan was : 
Sirhan did not have the mental capacity to have the mental 
states req uired of m urder : namely , maturely and meaning fully 
premeditate, deli berate or reflect upon the gravity of his 
act, nor from an intent to kill, nor to harbor malice afore­
thought , as these  are defined by the laws of Cali fornia. 1 0 1 
This was the e xtent of the deductive proces s us ed i n  Bennan's 
· opening address. 
Cooper , in both of his closing addresses , relied more e xtensively 
on deductive reasoning  than on inductive reasoning � 
Grant Cooper reasoned deductively in  his closing addres s  a fter 
the first phas e of the trial had concluded. The s peech was organized 
around one major enthymeme . He fanned the generalization for the 
major premise from the testimony heard throughout the trial. This 
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majo r premi se was i mp l i ed but not stated . It cons i sted of a statement 
that Si rhan S i rhan was of di mi n i shed capacity . 1 02 
Throughout the enti rety of the s peech , Cooper reasoned i n ­
ductivel y by comp l ete exami nati on of the l aws , that a person of 




The genera l i zati on whi ch resul ted fanned the m i nor premi se. Thi s 
premi se was stated as  fol l ows : 
. . . under the evi dence i n  thi s case and the 1 aw as hi s 
Honor wi l l  gi ve i t  to you , and the testi mony of expert 
witnesses who testi fi ed for the defense i n  thi s case ,  
you very wel l coul d fi nd a reasonab le doubt a s  to whether 
or not there i s  ma l i ce aforethought ; . . .  i n  whi ch case- ­
mal i ce aforethought i s  an es senti a l  elerrent of murder , be 
i t  fi rst degree or second degree. 1 0 3 
From these two premi ses , Cooper drew the concl us i on that 
S i rhan coul d on l y  be found gui l ty of second degree murder or man ­
s 1  aughter. Thus , he concl uded : "And I for one , am not goi ng to 
as k you to do othen� i se than to b ri ng i n  a verdi ct of gui l ty of 
murder i n  the second degree. 1 1 1 04 
The syl l og i sm presented and supported by Cooper i n  the f i rst 
clos i n g a rgument can be paraphrased as fol l ows : 
Si rhan Si rhan i s  of di mi n i s hed capaci ty . Accordi ng to 
Ca l i forn i a l aw a man of dimi n i shed capaci ty i s  not 
res pons i b l e for fi rst degree murder . Therefore , 
Si rh an i s  not respons i bl e  for fi rst degree murder. 
In the fi nal  cl os i n g argument , the defense represented by 
Grant Cooper , used deducti ve reason i ng to arri ve at thei r fi na l  
conc l us i on. The defense i n  thi s l ast c los i ng argument used a chai n 
of reason i n g . The f i rs t  p ropo s i ti on was that th e j uro rs h a d  foun d 
S i rh an gui l ty an d now h ad to deci de betwee n 1 i fe i mp ri sonme nt o r  
death . Cooper s tate d th i s  as fo l l ows : 
You  the j urors whom fate and  1 aw h ave des ti ne d to j udge , 
have dec i de d that S i rh an B i s hara S i rh an i s  qui l ty o f  the 
c ri me of murde r an d h a ve fi xe d i t  to be  of  the  f i rs t  
degree . . .  These  a re your  on ly  al te rnati ves - - l i fe 
i mp ri s onment o r  death by cyan i de oas i n  the grue s ome 
l i ttl e g reen room at San  Que nti n . 1 05 
The s econ d p ropos i ti on p ut the b u rde n o f  the deci s i on o n  
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the con s ci ence s  o f  t h e  j uro rs . The p remi s e  res ul ted from the  i ns truc­
ti on gi ve n  by the j udge an d e xp l ai ned  i n  detai l by Coope r .  Cooper  
s tate d : 
Beyond  p re s c ri b i n g  the two al te rnati ve penal ti es , the l aw 
i ts e l f p rovi des no s tan dard for th e gui dance of the  j ury 
i n  th e s el ecti on o f  th e pena l ty ,  b ut , rath e r , commi ts th e 
whol e matte r o f  dete rmi n i ng v,h i  ch o f  the two pena 1 ti e s  
s ha 1 1  be fi xe d t o  the  j udgment , consc i ence and  absol ute 
d i s c reti on o f  the j ury . 1 0 6 
I n  a th i rd p ropos i t i on ,  Gran t Coope r s ta te d  th at a ny mu rde r 
was wron g an d that reven ge was bad . The re appeare d  to b e  the i mp l i ed 
p remi s e  that a 1 1  o f  th e j uro rs we re good p eop 1 e .  Th ere fo re , i f  m urde r 
i n  any fo rm was unj us t , the i r consc i ences woul d force them to g_ran t 
S i rh an S i rhan h i s l i fe .  The th i rd p remi s e  was s tated wi th i n th e 
con te xt o f  the s peech as fo l l ows : 
Tak i ng the l i fe o f  a h uman bei ng- -as S i rh an took Senato r 
Kennedy ' s  i s  a degrad i n g  act - - i t  not on ly  degra des  S i rh an - ­
b ut i t  degrades the  coun try a s  we l l . But s o  al s o - -when t h e  
1 aw th rough the i nterventi on o f  a j ury - -takes th e 1 i f e  o f  a 
human be i ng-- i t too de g ra des  us  a l l . 1 0 7  
A fi nal proposi ti on attempted to shm·r the death sentence 
as bei ng un just and simply contri buti ng to vi olence. The premi se 
seemed to be an extenti on of the i dea stated above, i t  was so 
worded: 
Si rh an , as you know , though culpable , i s  the product of 
di vi si on and of hatred and of vi olence. And i f  the 
U n i ted States i s  di vi ded, so i s  the world, i f  the Uni ted 
States i s  full of Hatred so i s  the \'✓Orld, i f  the Uni ted 
States i s  full of vi olence, so i s  the world.108 
The f i nal conclusion i n  the speech, drawn from the four 
proposi ti ons that have been stated, was stated as follows by Grant 
Cooper:. 
Ladi es and Gentl eme n  of thi s j ury , I beseech you to spare 
Si rhan ' s  li fe - -for I truly beli eve that a deci si on of l i fe 
i mpri sonment , i n  i ts stead, would be in  complete harmony 
w ith and would carry fo�1ard the true spi ri t of Senator 
Kennedy ' s  plea for compassi on . . . 1 09 
I n  the last closi n g  argument for the defense the chai n 
reason i ng  can be paraphrased as follows : 
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1 .  Si nce the jurors found Si rhan gui lty of fi rst degree murder, 
they have the choi ce between l i fe i mpri sonment and death . 
2 .  There i s  no gui deli ne for the jurors deci si on except thei r 
own consci ence. 
3 . The jurors are morally good people and should make a moral 
deci s i on .  
4. Murder and revenge are morally wrong. 
5 .  The death sentence i s  murder and revenge. 
6 . Therefore, the jurors should not sentence Si rhan to death 
but - rather to li fe i mpri sonment. 
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Con c l  us  ions 
Were the con cl us ions arrived at 1 ogi ca l l y? Accardi ng to the 
.rul es of syl l ogisms , the facts al l edged in the premises must b e  true. n o 
Therefore , if one of the premises was dra,·m with ins uffi ci ent proof , the 
concl usion was inval id. 
According  to this criteria , Berman did not s ucceed in a rriving 
at a l ogica l concl usion because  his minor premise ,  which was a res u l t 
of his deductive reasoning was not proved to be true. If one o f  the 
premises has not been s ufficientl y proved to be true , then the concl u­
sion can not be val id .  
Cooper , in his first cl osin g argument , did seem to reach a 
l o�i ca l  concl usion at the end of the s peech. In the s econ d  cl osing 
argument , many of the propositions in the chain reasoning were a 
res ul t of emotional proof b ut not l ogical proof. The third and fourth 
propositions were virtua l l y  uns upported and easil y attacked. Neither 
of the propositions had been preceeded by s ufficient inductive reas oning 
and , therefore , neither of the propositions had been proved to be  true. 
The deductive argument in the l ast cl osin g  address was weak a nd easil y 
refuted. The argument did not seem to be stron g enou gh to s upport a 
l ogical concl usion. 
Ethical Proof 
Ethical proof or ethos was defined by Aristotl e in his Rhetoric 
when he s aid : 
The instrument of proof is the moral character when the 
delivery of the s peech i s  s uch as to produce an impres ­
s i on of the s peaker ' s  credibility ,  for we yiel d a rrore 
complete and rea dy credence to persons of hi gh 
character not only ordinari ly and i n  a general way , 
but in such matters as do no admi t of  abso1 ute cer­
tainty but necessarily have room for di ffereoce o f  
opi nion , without any q ualification whatever. ll l 
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Ethical proof  is the character of the speaker as perceived by 
the audience. Ethical proof can be di vi ded , as it was by Aristotle , 
into the character, knowledge and goodwi 1 1 _ of the speak er. 
Perceived character of the defense attorneys 
The character o f  the s peaker can be defined as an attempt on 
the speaker's part to make himself appear virtuous. There are several 
ways in which the s peaker can focus attention on his character . Those 
are as follows: 
1 . To as sociate himself or his message with what is virtuous . 
2 . To bestow praise upon himself, his client or his cause . 
3. To 'link his opponent or his opponent's cause w ith what 
.is not virtuous . 
4 .  To remove or minimize unfavorable impressions of himself 
or his cause previously established by his opponent . 
5 .  To rely upon authority derived from his previous experience . 
6 .  To create the impres sion of being completely sincere. 1 1 2 
. The critical question that should be asked in an effort to 
evaluate the effectiveness o f  the perceived character of the s peaker is: 
How effectively were character resources utilized ·by the s peaker? 
Emil Zola Bennan, s peaking for the defense in the opening 
addres s, appeared to create the illus i on of sincerity. He seemed to 
build his ethos by gain i ng the trust of  the audience. He made three 
attempts to establ i s h character in the opening addres s. The first 
attempt was at the beg i nning of the s peech . He introduced his s peech 
by s aying: 
I t  i s  no t the time nor i s  i t  our i ntention to persuade you 
but to give thy pict ure of the entire case so that the 
e vi dence which corres to you piecemeal from wi tness after 
witness , you wil l unders tand what re l ationsh i p  th at bears 
to the total picture. 1 1 3  
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In this open i ng statement , Bennan attempted to build a trust i n  h i s  
purpose and i n  the goal of the defense. This i s  especi a l l y  apparen t i n  
the words : 1 1 i t  i s  not our i ntention to persuade you. " 
Bennan di d not appe ar  to buil d any persona l ethos but rather 
to  hi nt  at  the  eth i cal proo f  of future testi mony. Twice he referred 
to the e thos of the psychi atrist and psychol ogi st who woul d testify 
as to .S i rhan I s di mi ni s hed capacity. The fi rst reference to future 
testimony carre after the firs t poi nt  i n  the body. Berman sai d :  
"Th is  is not Bennan tal k i ng now . This  i s  what you wi l l  hear  from 
great doctors i n  psychi atry ,  psychol ogy and other soci a l  sci ences . 1 1 1 1 4 
The second refe rence to the testi mony i nvol ved i n  the tri a l  
came as  a summary to  t he  body of the speech . The passage fol l ows : 
I do not expect , nor i s  i t  my desire , that you accept my 
s tatements as evi dence . I tel l you these matters because 
we wi l l  prove them through great rren i n  the fie l ds of psych i ­
atry and psychol ogy--by tests that run the gamut of hypnosi s ,  
i nte rvi ews , and known and accepted psychol ogica l  tests and . 
testi ng procedures . 1 1 5 
Bennan , i n  ask i ng the audi ence not to bel i eve hi m ,  showed 
a certai n amount of honesty and i nte gr i ty. Hi s cause appeared vi rtuous 
because he was supported i n  hi s knowl edge by great doctors . He was 
si ncere i n  saying that he  was not a qua l ifi ed authority. 
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Grant Cooper, in deli vering both of th e cl osing arguments, 
seemed much more concerned than Berman in  bui l ding personal ethos. He 
opened his argument in the first phase of the trial by thanking the 
j udge, the prosecution and the j ury for the patience they exhibted 





You had the opportunity of hearing one of th e finest opening 
arguments for the p rosecution that I have heard i n  my forty­
one years at the bar--and I wan t to again than k  you, Dave 
Fitts, my old friend, for the fine arg umen t .  It put a heavy 
burden on me, someone who is to concl ude the argumen t, the 
last argument on behal f of Sirhan Bishara Si rhan. 1 1 6 
In this one statement, the de fense seemed to establish its friendship 
Cwith the prosec ution and the defense ' s  sense of fair play. Cooper 
also seemed to establ ish his experience on the bench as being  forty­
one years. He seerred to exhibi t a sense of humi l ity and optimism for 
the outcorre of the trial. This optimism was especially apparent i n  the 
phrase, " the last argument  on behalf  of Sirhan Bishara Sirhan. " Sin ce 
the only condition under which the first closin g  ·address would be the 
last argument was i f  Sirhan received a reduced penal ty, Cooper's last 
statement was optimistic . 
Gran t Cooper furth er seerred to deve l op his friendship with the 
prosec ution throughout th e argumen t .  An example of this was as follows: 
But contrary to what my friend David Fitts said yesterday-­
I am sure that he didn ' t  think  it  through or h e  wouldn't 
have said it--it's not the duty of a l awyer to free a guilty 
man . Do you remember, Dave--Mr . Fitts, · pardon rre--1 1 7  · 
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Grant Cooper made continual reference to his sense of  ob ligation 
to the l aw an d to the j urors . He defended the ri ght to represent Sirhan 
by the use of a quotation from Section 6668 of the Business  an d Profes ­
s i ons Code of the State of Cal iforn i a. He drew from this the conc l usion 
that it was a l awyer ' s  responsibi l i ty to represent a g uil ty man, not 
to free him. He added  that in the Sirhan Sirhan trial , the defense 
ful fi l l ed this duty . He s aid : 
First a sense of obl igation and d uty to our cl ient, Sirhan 
Sirhan ; and secon dl y  an ob li gation to society. And I hope 
and  trust that when this case is finis hed both sides wil l 
have done it with the highest efficiency of the l egal 
profes sion. 1 1 8 
F urther into the q uotation mentioned above, Cooper attempted to 
erase an unfavorab le  impres sion that the prosecution had l eve led against 
the defense . He used the Business and Profes sions Code of the state 
of Ca lifornia to s upport that the defense had only ob l iged the ob l iga­
tion of their job by defending Siman. He remi nded the a udience , 
"that it i s  [our ] d uty to represent them, not to free a g ui l ty man . 1 1 1 1 9 
Cooper exercised humility in presenting his arg ument. He 
fl attered the audience and made himsel f appeal to their good con­
s ciences . He s aid : 11 • • • we know that you are going to do an honest 
and cons cientious job , I don't s ay that for the purpose of f l attering 
you . . .  you can see through that very fast. 1 1 1 20 He continua l ly 
identified with the standards that he saw in the audience . For 
example, he said, "I woul dn ' t want Sirhan turned l oose on society. 1 1 1 2 1 
Cooper identified his cause with what was perceived as virtuous. He 
reinforced, throughout the speech, his desire to see Sirhan punis hed 
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for his deed. He reminded the audience that he did not want an acquit­
tal. 
In this last closing argument, the defense, represented by Grant 
Cooper, tried to create the irrpression of being cof11) 1 etely sincere. 
They asked the following questions of the audience: "Why am I here? 
Because I have defended Sirhan Sirhan as 1--or have I advocated or 
condoned murder? I abhor it as much as you. Have we not been honest 
with you? Have we not been consistent in our point of view? 1 1 1 22 
The defense also tried to associate itself with the audience 
and w�th what was virtuous. There were repeated references made to 
the Bible and to God. Passages were quoted from the Bible to support 
the defense cause. 1 23 They atterrpted to associate their cause with 
Christian morality. 
Conclusions 
The defense in the Sirhan Sirhan trial attempted, mainly, to 
- show their sincerity to the audience. In all the speeches there was 
an attempt at reinforcing sincerity in the goal of the defense. · 
The defense did make an attempt at establishing character in the 
speeches. They associated themselves and their cause with what could 
be perceived as virtuous, especially in the second closing argument. 
Grant Cooper also used refutation in the first closing argument to 
defend the defense team against attacks made on their purpose. This 
was handled quite effectively since he supported the defense cause by 
the Business and Professions code. 
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Perce i ved  k n�wl edq_ of th e de fense 
The knm·1ledge exh i b i te d by the speaker helps to bui ld h i s  
ethos because i t  makes hi m appear to be a more be l i evable s o u rce. The 
speaker he l ps to e stablis h hi s knowledge i n  vari ous ways . T hese methods 
a re as f o 1 1  ov; s : 
1. i f  he e xe rci ses corrmon sens e , 
2 .  i f  he acts wi th t a ct and moderat i on, 
3 .  i f  he di splays goo d taste, 
4 .  i f  he revea l s a b r-o a d  f rni li a ri ty wi th the i nte rest of the 
day, and 
5 .  i f  he shows through the way i n  whi ch he handles s peech 
material s that he i s  possessed of i ntel lectual i ntegrity 
and wi soom . 1 24 
To evaluate the effecti veness o f  the defense i n  establi s h i ng 
thei r knowl e dge , the followi ng cri ti cal q uesti on wi ll be as ke d : How 
e ffecti ve ly  d i d the defens e uti l i ze pe ce i ved knowl e dge as ethi cal 
proof? 
Emi l Zola Be nnan, i n  the openi ng argument for the defense 
seemed to make 1 i ttl e use of  appea 1 i ng to hi s own knowl edge . I n  
one i nstance, after q uoti ng from Si rhan ' s  notebooks, he sai d that 
accordi ng to hi s knowledge, what Si rhan had wri tten was clear 
evi de nce of di mi ni shed capaci ty . At thi s  poi nt, the j udge ha d i nter­
rupted the speech to remind Berman that he was getti ng i nto argument 
and that he was not to a rg ue to the jury . 1 25 Thi s di d not have a 
positi ve effect of b u i ldi  g Berman ' s  ethos. 
Although Berman never establi shed hi s knowledge of s · rhan ' s  
bi ography,  the speech was vi rtually undocumented. The j ury was 
challenged to beli ev0 what Bennan had to say about Si rhan ' s  li fe 
without knowing if he was knowl edgabl e on the subj ect . He did not 
attempt to establis h himsel f as an authority, yet he relied on his 
personal knowl edge as e vidence. This was a major weakness in the 
opening address .  
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Grant Coope r, in delivering both of the cl osing a rguments, 
showed that he possessed a deep understanding of the l aw .  In both 
speeches he cited the l aw e xtensively and interpreted the l egal 
principl es for the audience . His authority was establ ished when he 
mentioned in opening the first cl osing argument that he had forty-
one years of experience. 1 26 In the first cl osing address, he developed 
the body of the speech around an interpretation of the 1 aw . In the 
second cl osing address, he interpreted the judge's instructions for the 
jury _ 127 
In concl uding the second closing address, Cooper further re­
veal ed common sense when he rel ated the story of Cain and Abel . He 
said: 
So far as my knowl edge goes--probably the first recorded 
murder was when Cain sl ew Abel . How many thousands of years 
ago that was-- 1 do not know, but I know that since that date-­
there have been thousands upon thousands of murders corrmitted-­
in other l ands and in ours. And in response to those murders-­
there has been retal iation--in the form of revenge--and in the 
form of l awful death penal ties--but the murders have continued 
and stil l continue--and unfortunately wil l continue--rega rdl ess 
of what you do here . Viol ence begets viol ence--Viol ence breeds 
viol ence. 128 
He also relied on the ethos of Robert F. Kennedy, quoting from 
his Cl evel and speech at the concl usion of the argument . The quotations 
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from the Senator advocated compassion and mercy. Most of Kennedy's 
remarks were del ivered the day after the assassination of Martin Luther 
King. An exampl e of the type of remark quoted was : "Whenever any 
American • s 1 i fe is taken by another • • • whether it is done in the 
narm of law or in defiance of the l aw 
degraded. 1 1 1 29 
Concl usions 
• the whol e nation is 
How effectivel y  did the defense util ize perceived knowl edge 
as ethical proof? 
· In answer to the above question, considering the criteria 
establ ished, Emil Zol a Berman made poor use of perceived knowl edge. 
First , he didn't seem to establ ish himsel f as a val id authority to 
speak on Sirhan I s biography. He sel dom authenticated his knowl edge. 
The audience was given a weak basis from which to perceive Berman as 
being knowl edgable. Second, he exercised l ittl e restraint or tact 
when the judge had to interrupt his speech to tel l him that he was 
out of order. This may have been counterproductive to establ ishing 
ethical proof. 
Grant Cooper did effectivel y  use his background and knowl edge 
to strengthen his ethical proof. This was apparent in the first cl osing 
arguroont when he interpreted the l aw and rel ated it to the Sirhan Sirhan 
trial . Again , in the second c l osing argurrent , Cooper interp�ted the 
l aw and exercised common sense. 
Perceived good will_ of !_h_� attorneys 
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The speake r ' s  good wil l can be de fi ned as hi s since re belief in 
his goal . In essence , goo d wi l l  i s  the speaker ' s  convi cti on to his 
cause . Goo d wil l  a lso re l ates to how truthful a speaker  is to h i s 
audience and to what e xtent the audi ence feels th ey can trust the 
speake r .  The speake r ' s  good wi l l  can be revealed i n  seve ral ways. 
These rrethods are as follows : 
1 .  To capture the proper bal ance between too much and too 
l ittl e p rai se of hi s audience. 
2 .  To identify himse l f  properl y with the heare rs and their 
p robl ems. 
3 . . To proceed with candor and strai qht forwardness . 
4 .  · To offer necessary rebukes wi th tact and consi deration . 
5 . To offset any personal reasons he may have for giving the 
speech. 
6. To re veal hi s pe rsonal q ualities as a messen9er of the 
truth . 1 30 
The cri tical question that should be asked in an effort to 
evaluate the speaker ' s  good wi l l  is : How effectively did the attorney ' s  
communicate on attitude of  trustworthiness? 
In the Sirhan Sirhan trial , two incidents outside of the 
rhetoric have to be consi de red in a discussion of the pe rceived good 
will of the attorneys . These inci dents were the Fri ar ' s  Cl ub case and 
the psychiatric testimony for the defense . 
The Fri ar ' s  Cl ub case 
Concurrent with the Sirhan trial , Grant Coope r was facing a 
G rand Jury investigati on before a Federal Court . 1 31 Grant Cooper had 
represented the defendant in the F riar ' s  Cl ub case , a major  card­
cheati ng trial . 1 32 As the defense l awyer ,  Cooper had i l l e gally  
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obtained a secret Federal Grand Jury transcript. He committed perjury 
in front of the court when he was questioned as to how he obtained 
the transcript. 1 33 
On January 5, 1 969, Grant Cooper admitted to the Grand Jury 
investigation that he had in his possession during the defense of 
his client in the Friar's Club case unauthorized transcripts of four 
Federal Grand Jury witnesses . He also admitted that he had lied in 
court about the source of these transcripts. 1 34 On January 6, 1 969, 
Cooper refused to testify on the issues involved in the investigation 
on the grounds that his testimony would injure the lawyer-client 
relationship. 1 35 
Because of the unfavorable publicity that the defense at­
torney was receiving, Cooper made a secret motion in closed chambers 
for a mistrial. He felt that the publicity had destroyed his ethos 
as the defense counsel. Therefore, on the grounds that recent publicity 
about the Federal Grand Jury investigation was prejudicial to Sirhan's 
right to a fair trial, Grant Cooper asked for a mistrial • 1 36 He wanted 
a "cooling off" period of thirty days or more before calling the case 
again. He called seventeen witnesses to testify before the judge in 
closed charrbers . 1 37 His reasoning was as follows: 
• • •  I was counsel in a case in Federal Court before Judge 
Grey, entitled People v. Maurice Friedman and others, com­
monly referred to as the Friar's Club Case, which was a case 
that took five and a half months to try. During the course of 
that trial, there becaroo extant a transcript that apparently 
had been obtained illegally in some fashion. Four of the 
copies of that transcript carre into rrrt hands and there is 
now an inquiry before the Grand Jury as to my possession of 
those four Grand Jury transcripts. 
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I can say here and now, as I stated before the Federal Grand Jury, that I �yself had nothing to do directly or indirectly with the obta1 ning of those transcripts in the first instance. The matter has been widely publicized in the Press and the investigation with respect to those transcripts is now 
continuing on . • • . • 
I have . been concerned about bringing this matter up because 
I felt that if I was tarnished sorre of the tarnish might rub 
off on ITlY client • . . 138 
The judge denied the motion and this established a further 
ground for appeal . 139 The appeal could be based on the unfavorable 
publicity that the chief defense attorney, Grant Cooper, received 
during . the Sirhan trial because of the Friar's Club case. 
The psychiatric testimony for 
the defense 
Emil Zola Berman, in discus sing his opening addres s, said that 
he intended to argue, not in psychiatric terms, but in corrrnon English 
that Sirhan was of unsound mind and in a state of diminished capacity 
at the tine of the fatal shooting of Robert F. Kennedy. Bennan wanted 
to prove that Sirhan could not have given the act the rational and 
mature consideration neces sary for first degree murder.140 Berman 
stated that the main problem would be to build ethical proof for the 
field of psychiatry. In his own words: "The problem will be to 
persuade them that this is a real defense for Sirhan and that psychiatry 
is not witchcraft or al chelT!Y. 11 1 41 
Chapter II contained a review of Dr. Martin Schorr's testimony. 
Dr. Schorr was the first of a series of psychologists and psychiatrists 
to testify in the Sirhan trial. During his testimony, - the prosecution 
injured Schorr's ethos by proving plagerism on his part.142 
During cros s -examination, the p rose cution as ked Schorr to 
clarify statements that he had made i n  a _letter to Grant Cooper on 
Ju ly 10 , 1 968. The word " n g of the letter hinted th at Schorr was 
anxious to p 1 an the testimony and to he 1 p " pack 1 1 the jury . The 
paragraph referred to by the prosecution read  as fol lows : 
I woul d l ike to he l r  you very much in the matter of pre­
pl anni ng j ury s election on the basis of personality 
dynamics of the c 1 i e n t  t s i nee s o  many headaches ca n be 
avoided if pre, ;  .: r jury s election turne d  to the emoti onal 
needs of Sirhan can be met prior to the trial . 143 
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After Schorr had completed h i s entire testi mony before the 
court , the prosecution attempted to p rove that portions of Schorr ' s 
written report, submitted as evidence to the court, had been copied 
from another work . The prosecution in arguing an objection s tated 
the fo 1 1  ovli ng : 
Th is is the most dishonest thing a witnes s can do before this 
court or any court. What the defense witnes s did was to take 
out l an guage . . . I bel ieve ,  your hooor , that it is vital 
that the jury see this at this point . 1 44 
The prosecution as ked the defense witnes s ,  Schorr, to read 
a paragraph out of his text submitted to the cour and then to read 
a paragraph from the book, A Casebook of a Crirre Psychi atrist . The 
paragraphs cited read as fol l ows : 
A Casebook of a Crime Psychiatrist 
She , whom he l ove d , never kept her pledge , an d he began to 
feel that she really didn ' t  love him . Pain had to be repaid 
with pain, and s i nce the unconsci ous always demands the 
maximum, the pain ha , to be death . 
Now , hi s prime prob 1 em was the conflict between ins �; ncti on� 1 
demand for her death and the real i zation , through hi s consc1 ence , 
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that �i l l ing one ' s  mother i s  not soci al ly acceptab l e .  The only 
soluti on was to l ook for a compromi s e. He di d .  He found a 
symboli c re pl i ca of hi s mother , k i l le d  he r ,  and took the 
val uab l es  that s tood for her mos t preci ous pos se s s i ons - -the 
th i ng she had deni e d  hi m ;  her love . 1 45 
Dr. Schorr ' s Report 
She , whom he l ove d , never kep t  her p l e dge and now h i s  pa i n 
h ad to be repai d wi th pa i n. Si nce the unconscious a l ways 
demands ma xi mum penalti e s , the pai n has to be death . S irh an ' s  
pri me prob l em becomes a confl i ct be tween i ns ti ncti onal demand 
for hi s father ' s  death and the rea lization through his con­
science that ki lli ng hi s father i s  not soci a l ly acceptable. 
The only rea l soluti on i s  to l ook for a compromi se. He does . 
He fi nds a symboli c rep l i ca of hi s father i n  the fonn of 
Kennedy , ki lls him , and a l so removes the re l at i onship that 
s tands between hi m and h i s  mos t p reci ous pos sess i on- -hi s 
mother ' s  love. 1 46 
The prosecuti on was able to s uccessfully i nj ure the e thos of  
Martin Schorr and to jeopardi ze the i ntegri ty of all further psychi­
atric tes timony . Grant Cooper s tated the s i tuati on that the defense 
found i ts elf in after Schorr ' s  tes ti mony as follows : " Dr. Schorr 
rui ned the ere di b i l i ty of the psych i atr ic  tes ti mony. He des troyed our 
major b ui lding block . . . 1 47 
Perceived good wi ll i n  the rhetoric 
of the defense attorneys 
Emi l  Zol a Berman , i n  i nt roduci ng the openi ng addres s ,  attempted 
to es tabli sh the good wi ll of the attorneys when he told the audi ence 
that the defense was not tryi nq to pers uade· them , b ut , rather , to 
i nfonn them. 1 48 He agai n tries to es tab l i sh hi s good will when he 
as ks  the a udi ence not to beli eve what he has to s ay but to rely on 
the tes timony of  great doctors i n  psychi atry and psychology. 1 49 
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Cooper ,  in representing the defense in both closing arguments , 
appeared to be weak in establishing good will. In both speeches he did 
not seem to show good taste in flattering the audience. He seemed to 
praise  the audience to such an extent that his attempt became clumsy. 
An example of this occurs in the first closing argument when Cooper said 
to the jury : 
Now I didn't mean to omit that I wanted to thank you ladies 
and gentlenen of the jury for the attention and the diligence 
you have s hown. Mr. Berman remarked to me and so did someone 
on the other side of the table , that you have taken notes, 
and we know that you are going to do an honest and con­
scientious job. I don't say that for the purpose of  flat­
tering you ,  because flattery doesn't get you anywhere. You 
can see through that very fast. 1 50 
In the second closing address , the defense proceeded with 
candor and straight forwardness. In this speech , Cooper put all of the 
eff1)hasis on the jury and he used their thinking to prove his point. An 
11114stration of this is: 11 1 shall reason with you from the premise you 
have established. 1 1151  He also reminded the audience continually that 
he did not want to see Sirhan go unpunished. He admitted that the only 
difference between the defense and the prosecution was in degree of 
punishment. Cooper used this same approach in the first closing address 
as well. 
Conclusions 
Considering the obstacles that the defense had to overcome to 
establish t�ei r good will , it would have been very difficult for the 
defense to be effective. 
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With the lack of trust that the jury must have perceived in 
Grant Cooper because of the Friar's Club· case, it was an unfortunate 
choice to over praise the audience. Cooper's over praise of the 
audience could have easily served to reenforce any distrust that the 
audience had towards the de_fense and Grant Cooper. This was probably 
the most unfortunate attack. Cooper could have chosen to prove his 
good will. Berman appeared to make the most successful attempt at 
establishing good will. 
Emotional Proof 
Emotional proof is designed to put the listeners in a frame of 
mind to react favorably and conformably to the speaker's purpose. 1 52 
The basic consideration is the adaptability of the speaker to the human 
behavior found in the specific group of listeners that he is addressing. 
The speaker should be able to adapt what he has to say to the peculiar 
audience conditions facing him. 1 53 
Emotional proof is also the ability of the speaker to touch the 
feelings of the audience with what he has to say. It is an attempt to 
relate to the audience ' s  moral convictions and emotions. Another word 
for emotional proof is pathos. 
Audience analysis 
There were two indications given during the trial as to how 
the defense analyzed the audience. The first indication came from 
Emil Zola Bennan when he said that the main problem would be to con­
vince the jury that diminished capacity was a real defense. He also 
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stated that the jury would have to be convinced that psychiatry was 
not a form of al chenrt or witchcraft . 1 54 Grant Cooper gave the second 
clue as to audience analysis. He stated that the jury was probably 
predisposed to send Sirhan to the gas chamber because of the peculiar 
circumstances surrounding the trial . As was previously stated, 
generally in a capital case the defense wants a liberal jury. In the 
Sirhan trial the liberal juryman was probably a Kennedy supporter. 
Therefore, an impartial jury \�as nearly impossible. 1 55 
. In the Sirhan Sirhan trial there were many inputs that the 
defense could have recognized as affecting the audience. It is dif-
. ficult to determine exactly how adequately the defense analyzed the 
audience except through a study of how they adapted to the audience . 
For this reason, emotional proof in the rhetoric of the defense in the 
Sirhan trial will primarily be a study in audience adaptation . 
Audience adaptation 
The speaker should analyze the audience to whom he will speak 
in an effort to adapt his material to the hearer . Adaptation can be 
defined as an adjustrrent to the variables of human behavior found in 
an audience . The speaker should al ways expound his views . with fore­
thought of the emotional makeup of the audien·ce. He should have an 
awareness of the possible reactions of the audience to the speech .156 
The critical question that should guide an investigation into 
the use of erootional proof is: How well did the attorneys adapt to the 
peculiar audience conditions? 
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The dominant appeal in Emil Zol a Berman ' s  opening address 
was emotional proof .  Be rman s eerred to at�empt to arouse a fee l ing 
of sympathy for the defendant throughout the speech by shovli ng Sirhan 
as a product of  his environrrent . 
In the first secti on of the speech , Bennan reconstructed Sir­
han ' s chil dhood . The biography of Sirhan 1 s earl y l ife as presented by 
Be nnan was l a  den with pitiful detail . He seemed to be trying to 
arouse sympathy for the defendant. He enumerated instances of war and 
death as they occurred in Sirhan ' s  l ife . Exampl es of  these incidents 
were as fol l ows : 
. he saw a l ittl e gir l ' s  l e q blown off by a bomb , and 
the b lood spurting from bel ow her knee as though from a 
faucet . . .  On another occasion a bomb expl oded outside 
the window of the Sirhan f l at and tore apart the body of 
a man . 1 57 
The viol ent conditions of war that surrounded Sirhan ' s  hone 
were al so described by Berman . He said : 1 1 The shooting took p l ace on 
the very street where he l ived in Jerusal em .  In fact , the street be­
came the dividing l ine between the Jews on one side and the Arabs on 
the other . 1 1 1 58 Bennan went on to describe Sirhan ' s home in tenns of 
war . • • one night , the very bui l ding he l ived in became a machine gun 
nest , and on another nigh t his very horre was bombed . 1 1 1 59 
Berman continued into the speech by describing Sirhan ' s  social 
conditions in the United States. Berman described Sirhan as a fail ure 
in col l ege , as a fail ure at betting the hors es , and as a fail ure as a 
jockey . Even in discussing Sirhan ' s  high school career , Berman said : 
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" - -Because it was a fact- -he was an outsider. He j ust didn ' t  fit in. 
He was someone who didn't belong . " 160 
Berman continued to show how Sirhan had longed for success. 
He presented Sirhan as a product of the 1 1 Arrerican dream. 1 1  He said: 
In his fantasies he was often a hero and a saviour of his 
people. In the realities of life, however ,  he was small, 
helpless, isolated, confused, and bewildered by emotions 
over which he had no control. He was unable to plan or 
think clea rly� unable to maintain any rreaningful direction 
to his 1 if e . 1 1 i 6 1 
Berman, in this passage, appeared to be identifying with the feelings 
of inferiority and failures apparent in many people of  commons status 
in the United States.  He was attempting to establish an  identity 
between the defendant and the members of the jury. He was giving the 
j ury a basis from which to understand Sirhan. 
In the closing portion of the speech, Bennan again relied 
on errotional proof. He put the burden of Si rhan 's life on the 
shoulders of the j urors and appealed to their sense of  j ustice and 
righteousness . He closed by saying : "We ask you to l et j ustice be 
done. 1 1 162 He gave to the j ury the responsibility of j ustice in this 
closing statement. 
Grant Cooper did not rely heavily on emotiona l proof in his 
first closing address heard at the completion of the trial to establish . 
guilt or innocence. In several instances, however, he tried to identify 
with the feelings of the audience . It appeared as though he sensed 
that the audience was predisposed to find Sirhan guil ty of first degree 
murder regardless of diminished capacity . Because of the lack of ethos 
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i n the psych i atric testimony for the defense , this woul d be a reasonab l e  
assumption . Al so , considerin g the pop ul ari ty o f  Robert F .  Kennedy , 
Cooper could assume that  the j ury was inherentl y biased against the 
defendant .  
G ran t Cooper di d att_empt to i den ti fy with the fee 1 i n gs , o f  
an i mosi ty that he must have sensed in the audience . 1 6 3  Fo ur ti mes during 
the duration of  the speech , Cooper reiterated that Sirhan was gui l ty an d 
shou l d be punished. He repeated that  the defense was o n l y  a rgui ng  how 
Si rhan Sirh an shou l d be p un i shed . At the o utset of  the speech , Cooper 
s ai d :  "We tel l yo u as we a l ways have that he i s  gui l ty o f  having 
ki l led Senator Kennedy. 1 1 1 64 He went on  to say : 1 1Again , not  with any 
hope o r  any desi re of l etting Sirhan Sirhan l oose , b ut to p ut it i n  
p roper and I hope i n  intel l igent perspective . 1 1 1 65 Later ,  in a discus­
s io n  o f  circumstan tial evi dence , Cooper rei terated Sirhan ' s  g ui l t : 1 1We 
are not asking for not gui 1 ty- -as to the di fference between the degrees 
of gui l ty ;  whether it shou l d be murder i n  the fi rst degree , second  deqree 
or  whether i t  shou l d be mansl aughter. 1 1 1 66 In a concl udi n g  statement ,  
Cooper made his final appeal i n  agreement with Si rh an ' s  gui l t .  He said : 
11 I wou l  dn I t want Sirhan Si rhan turned 1 oose on soci ety . . . as he f s 
dangerous , especi a l l y  when the psychiatri st tel l s  us that he is goi ng 
to get worse and he i s  goi ng to get worse. 1 1 1 6 7 
Througho ut the argument , Cooper appeared to i denti fy with an 
audi ence which he percei ved as being hostil e  to the defendant .  He at­
tempted to anal yze their senti ments and to incorporate them into h is  
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speech and associate himself with the $aroo ideas . In projecting 
himself into the sentirrents of the audience, Cooper used enntional 
proof . 
Grant Cooper relied predominantly on emotional proof in 
his second closing argunent, presented at the closing of the trial 
to determine the penalty for first degree murder . His first approach 
was to identify with the Christian ethic in the audience. He often 
made reference to God, the Bible, and love . An example of this 
appeal can be found in the opening statement of the speech. Cooper 
said: ."You are gathered here today to determine the ultimate issue-­
an issue that should be God's alone1 68 • • •  to the best of your 
God given ability . 1 1 1 69 In closing the speech, Bennan reminded the 
j ury of their duty as God-fearing people . He said: 
The Bible teaches us that 1 1 Love is reflected in love "-­
but how many of us heed this teaching- -instead it is 
hate--hate- -hate--violence- -violence--violence- -war-­
war- -war--when will we ever learn that "love is reflected 
f n 1 o ve . 1 1 1 70 
He gave the jury the responsibility of Sirhan's l ife and argued 
that the only guideline by which the individual jurors could make their 
decisions was their i ndi vi dua 1 consciences. He put the f1 na 1 burden 
on the individual nenners of the jury from the beginni ng of the speech. 
He said: 
Beyond prescribing the two alternative penalties , the law 
itself provides no standards for the gui delines of the 
jury in the selection of the penalty , but , rather , com­
mits the whole matter of detennining which of the - two 
penal ties shall be fi xed to the judgment , consci ence , and 
absolute di sere ti on of the jury . 1 71 
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Cooper seerred to be attempting to make the individual 
sitting on the jury conscious of his responsibility to himself. He 
seemed to be attack1 ng  the very premise of the power that each of the 
jurors exercised . Grant Cooper appeared to use the theory of cognitive 
dissonance, 1 72 hoping to support the dissonant element and to re­
enforce the individual in a decision for Sirhan . He said : 
• . •  because the law says: It is your own judgment- -each 
separate judgrrent that rrust speak -- It  fll:!ans that your 
i ndividual conscience must be satisfied1 not the con­science of any one of the other eleven. 73 
Cooper attempted to reenforce any doubt in the juror's mind, 
thus supporting any dissonant cognitions. He continually emphasized 
. that the only way a juror could fulfill his responsibility to society 
was by exercising his own free will. He encouraged disagreerrent from 
the group nonn, thereby encouraging individual thinking. This 
reasoning, based on emotional proof, follows: 
I t  is because the law recognizes the enormity of the responsi­
bility it has placed on your shoulders . . .  it is because 
the law cherishes life--even the life of one found guilty 
of willful, deliberate and premeditated murder . I t  is 
because the law recognizes this that it says you, each 
alone, must say he 111Jst die--or be imprisoned for life . • .  
So long as your vote expresses your individual judgment--
your individual conscience--your individual and absolute 
discretion--you and each of you will have fulfilled your 
obligation to the 1 aw --to your community - -no one can ask 
more of you . 1 74 
Again, appealing to the audience , Grant Cooper attempted to 
touch each juror's sense of obligation to the democratic system of 
equality . He made the power of one person over another person's 
life seem noxious within a free system. He expressed this idea as 
follows: 
Do you realize that yours is the power and -discretion of a 
king- -a benevolent monarch- -or a des poti c . dictator- -this 
is your 1 awful power under the 1 aw- -you may exercis e ; t 
wisely or unwisely- - 1 75 
- Cooper reiterated throughout the speech the concept of absol ute 
discretion and referring to the concept with an ugly connotation .  
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In  a final emotional appeal·, Cooper closed his speech with 
a series of q uotations taken from Robert F. Kennedy. Cooper documents 
the quotations as coming from 85 Days : The Last Campaign of Robert 
Kennedy by Jul es  Witcover. An example of one of the q uotations is 
as fol l ows : 
What we need in the United States is not divison ; 
What we need in the United States is not hatred ;  
What we need i n  the United  States is not viol ence 
or lawl_es snes s ,  but l ove and wisdom, and compas sion 
towards one another, and a feeling of justice towards 
those who sti ll suffer within our country, whether they 
be white or they be black. 1 76 
Cooper cl osed the speech by again making reference to a 
Christian ethic. He introduced the pathos of the family invol ved and 
of the mother who suffered for her son. He said: "And to you Mary 
Sirhan, his mother, I can do no more - - !  now entrust the l ife of your 
son to the hands of an Arrerican jury- -Mary Sirhan, may your prayers 
be answered. 1 1 1 77 
. The chief defense attorney, Grant Cooper, put a dominant 
emphasis in his las t  cl osing addres s on emotional proof. He tried to 
make the individual rrembers of the jury feel the responsibility of the 
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burden of anoth e r  pe rs o n ' s  l i fe o n  thei r co ns c i ence . .  He us e d  the 
tl l o ry of co gn i ti ve d i ssonance, pe rhaps hop i n q for a 1 ' h un g  jury ' 1 as 
an end result .  
Co nclusi ons 
The atto rn eys seemed to adapt  well to the pecul i ari ti es 
which they pe rce i ved i n  th e a udi en ce unti l the fi nal concludi ng 
argume nt. On the fi nal a rgume nt hea rd at the end  of the tri al fu : '  
penalty , the de fense , rep resented by G ran t Coope r, attempted to mak e  
the audi e nce feel the wei g , t  o f  thei r respons i b i li ty an d obligati on . 
Consideri ng  the i n puts that the audi ence had e xpe ri e nce d as they Nere 
o utli ned in Chapte r I I  and con s i de rin g that the mass me dia kept a 
continua 1 check o n  th e a udi e nce , it can be ass urne d that the j ury 
was awa re o f  their responsi b i l ity for re ven ge.  It may h ave b een  
wiser for the defense to  reli eve th e press ure o n  the  jury in this 
closi ng address . Ins tead of try i ng to eli mi n ate the pe rcei ved 
pressures th at the a udi ence felt to con vi ct Si rhan to death , the 
defense could h ave poss i bl y  argue d a qa i nst cap i tal p unishme nt .  By 
trying to a rgue residues a n d  sho.-..,ing the a udi ence th at the  only 
guideli ne fo r th ei r ulti mate deci si on was th eir consci e nce , the 
- de fense could have rei nforced thei r feel i n g of duty as rep resentatives 
of th e communi ty . This may h a ve been an  example of poo r  audience 
analysis an d ad p tation . 
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A rrangeme_nt 
Arrangerrent is the structure of oral discourse. It can be 
defined as the manner in which the speaker arranges his material and 
his arguments • 1 78 The objectives of a critic evaluating arrangerrent 
should be to examine the speech as an instance of rhetorical crafts­
manship and to appraise the total organization with reference to the 
audience conditions. 179 
Thematic Emergence 
Thematic energence is the energence of the central thene. 
The speech should contain a clearly defined and easily detennined 
thesis or purpose. In order to evaluate the effecti veness of the 
thesis, the following critical question was asked: How clearly did the 
central theme emerge? 
Emil Zola Bennan opened his speech by · trying to capture the 
attention of the audience. He tried to assure the audience that he 
was not tricking them. He was attempting to gain their trust. He 
stated that his purpose was simply to help the audience better under­
stand the evidence yet to be presented in the trial . Bennan said in 
opening the speech: 
It is not the time now nor is it our intenti on to persuade you 
but to give the picture of the entire case so that the evidence 
which comes to you piecemeal from witness after witness after 
witness, you will understand what relationship that bears to 
the total picture. 1 80 
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There were on l y  three pa.ragraphs of i nt rod uction i n  Berman ' s  
speech . The third paragraph was the thesis s entence . T he  thesis 
staten�nt  was as fol l m·1s : 
One thing I ' d  l ike to fas ten down wi th  you , and that is th at 
the evidence in th i s cas e wil l discl ose that this defendant , 
Sirhan , is an immatu re ,  emoti ona 1 1 .Y di st urbed , and menta 1 l y  
i 1 1  youth • 1 81 
Grant Cooper us ed indirect pers uasion i n  both of his cl osin g  
argurrents . The thesis s tate1rents in both argwrents are hidden and 
appear  in the conc l usions of the speeches . The thesis s tatement in 
the fi rs t argument was stated as fol l ows : 
• • •  un der the evidence in this case and th e l aw as his honor 
wil l give it to you , and the tes ti mony of the expert wit ­
nes ses who te s tified for the defense in this case , you very 
wel l coul d find  a reasonab l e  doubt as to whether or not there 
i s  ma l ice aforethouqht . . .  in which case , m a lice afore ­
thought is an essentia l  e l errent of murder , be it firs t 
de gree or  s econd degree . 1 82 
The thesis s tatement in the s econd argurrent was simil ar to the first  
one , s tated above . Cooper s aid : "I beseech you to s pare  Sirhan ' s 
l ife - -for I truly  bel ieve th at a decision of l ife imprisonment wou l d 
be in compl e te h armony . . . with Senator Kennedy ' s  p l ea for compas -
s i on . 1 1 1 83 
Grant Cooper use d  a different l ine of argurrent in bo th of 
thes e  speeches . His theses were bas i cal l y  the sarre but the organiza -
ti on patterns varied . 
In the introduction , Grant Cooper used an anecdote . 1 84 Fol ­
l owing the anecdote , Cooper reminded the jury of the p l e dges tha t they 
had  made in front of the court during voir dire tes timony . A s u11111ary 
1 1 3  
of what he sai d i s  exp res sed i n  the fol. l owi ng two l i ne s  from the 
addres s : "tile as ked you if you woul d app roach thi s cas e wi th an open 
mind and each of yo u sai d that you wou l d  . . .  You were as ke d i f  you 
wou l d fol l ow the l aw wi th res pect to di mi n i s hed capaci ty and each one 
of you said that yo u woul  ct .  1 1 1 85 
Coo per p rocee ded i n  the i ntroduction to the refute accus ations  
made agai ns t the defense duri n g  Davi d Fi tts ' cl os i ng argument . Cooper 
was tryi ng to rees tab l i s h the ethos of the defense. He q uo ted  from 
Section 666 8 of the Bus i nes s and Profes s i ons Co de o f  the s tate o f  
Ca liforni a .  Th i s  q uotati on had been  ci ted before i n  thi s chapter. 
The introduction of the s peech ended wi th a trans i ti on that es tab ­
l ished the directi on i n  whi ch the speech was goi ng  to move thro ughout  
the body .  The tran s i ti on was given as f o 1 1 ows : 
Ladi es an d gentl emen o f  the j ury , I propose to discus s  
with you the l aw and to attempt to hel p you if I can , 
with what the l aw i s  i n  thi s case � and then to do my 
dead l evel bes t to app l y  the l aw to the facts. 1 86 
In the second cl os i ng addres s Cooper began by recal l i ng the 
memory of Robert F. Kennedy to the j urors. 1 87 Cooper gave l i ttl e 
indicati on in the i ntroducti on as to the organ i zati on  o f  the s peech. 
He s upported the as s umpti on arrived at i n  the i ntroduction that the 
onl y guideline to the j urors ' sel ecti on beb1een l i fe i mpri s onrrent an d  
death was thei r i ndi vi dua 1 consciences. He sai d ,  1 1 By what guide 1 i nes ? 
The 1 aw gives you none . The 1 aw makes no di s ti ncti on  between 1 i fe 
impri sonment an d death . 1 1 1 88 He rei terated thi s poi nt  throughout the 
---
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speech. Before introducing the body of the speech, he again reminded 
them of the duty they faced, he said, "If one or more of you can not 
sati sfy your conscience--in a verdict one way or the other--you can not 
return a verdict. 1 1189 
Conclusions 
The thesis in the first speech emerged clearly and stated 
the purpose of the speech . Because both closing arguments used indirect 
persuasion , the thesis was hidden in the concluding remarks of the 
speeches . A corollary thesis was stated in the introduction . Except 
in the last closing address, the corollary thesis did not seem to be 
clear. 
Method of Organization 
Methods of organization implies the choice of a principle by 
neans of which the materi als of a speech are divided. It is the 
rational basis for the division of the speech . There are three 
cof11ll0n types of organization patterns: the historical, the distribu­
tive, and the logica1. 1 90 A less corrmon type of organization, often 
d . i . th 1 • . t. d 1 91 use 1 n  persuas on, 1 s  e e 1m1 na , on or er . In an effort to 
evaluate the method of organization , the following critical question 
was asked: How effective was the organization pattern used to develop 
the speech? 
In the opening addresss delivered by Berman, the body of the 
speech was arranged in chronol ogical order . This was the historical 
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nethod of organization. The body traced · the biography of Sirhan Sirhan 
from the time in which he was a small boy in Palestine up to the 10001ent 
of the assassination. 
Cooper , in the first closing address, used the distributive 
nethod of organization. 
In  introducing the body of the speech, Cooper gave a surrrnary 
of how the lawyers involved in the trial received instructions on the 
1 aw. He organized the body of hi-s speech topically, discussing one 
aspect of the law and then another. For example, he discussed reason­
able doubt , then expert witnesses, then direct and circumstantial 
evidence. He showed the audience how each of these related to the 
S 1 rh an t ri a 1 • 
I n  the second closing address, Cooper used the elimination 
order or he argued residues. The body of the speech was organized 
around an elimination order or negation. He used negation to develop 
the thesis that the jurors had only their consciences to serve as a 
guide for their decision. 
Conclusions 
All of the speeches analyzed chose an organizational rrethod 
that appeared to be appropriate to their purpose . All three of the 
nethods appeared to effectively develop the main thesis. 
Developrrent of The Speech 
The developrrent of the speech is the order in which the parts 
are put together. The clarity of the transitions, the main parts of 
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the speech and the main points of the body are important. 1 92 The 
critical question that was asked concerning the development of the 
body was: How c 1 ear were the transitions and the main points in the 
speech? 
In the opening address delivered by Emil Zola Berman the main 
points must have been apparent because the transitions were so obvious. 
The first point was stated and introduced as follows: "To start then 
at the beginning ; Sirhan was three years old when war broke out 
between the Palestinian Arabs and Zionists in Palestine in 1 947 . 1 1 1 93 
The second point of the body was equally as obvious as the first. It 
began with the phrase : 11 Now , let ne tell you some of the things that 
occurred to . him during the period which I have just referred to and 
which the evidence which corres to you will disclose . 1 11 94 The third 
point was an analysis of Sirhan's life in the United States. This 
point in the body reconstructed Sirhan's activities up the six-day 
Arab-Israeli conflict. It began : 1 1 Sirhan went to a Lutheran Church 
school run by Arab Christians, and when he was at the age of twelve, the 
family cane to this country, the United States of Anerica. 11 1 95 The 
fourth and final point in the body of the speech developed Sirhan's 
psychological self from the �eginning of the six-day war to the moment 
of the assassination . The point was introduced as follows : "He became 
concerned with fllYSti cal thoughts and searched for supernatural powers of 
the mind over matter . He started fllYStical experinents in his room. 11196 
Bennan ' s trans i tions i nto the poi nts of . the body were c l ear  and 
easy to fal l ow . 
1 1 7 
Coope r deve l oped the fi rst cl os i n g address  with great emphasis 
to cl a rity of organi zati on . He began the fi rst point of the body by 
i ntroducing a definiti on of the presumpti on of innocence. He s ai d :  
" Fi rst , I think you shoul d know what the presumption of i nnocence 
i s. 11 1 9 7 The s econd point in the body of the speech conce rned the 
defini tion of reasonab l e  doubt . This was stated as fol l ows : 
Now , I bel i eve his Honor wi l l  instruct you that a reasonabl e 
doubt is define d as fol l ows : I t ' s not a mere possib l e  doubt , 
becaus e  eve rything rel ati ng to human affairs i s  open to some 
pos s i b l e  o r  i magi na ry doubt. I t  is that state of the case 
which you the j urors s ay that you cannot fee l  an abiding 
conviction to a moral ce rtainty of the truth of the cha rge. 1 98 
A defi ni tion of expe rt testimony constituted the introducti on to the 
thi rd poi nt in the body . The point v1as i ntroduced with a cl ear 
transi ti ona 1 phrase ,  it was : " Now of course you know there has been 
expe rt testimony in this cas e. You have been borroarde d on a l l s i des 
wi th the testi mony of expe rts for ,  l o , thes e many week s .  1 1 1 99 The 
f i na l  point in the body was devoted to an anal ys i s  of direct and 
ci rcumstantia l evidence. The l ast point was i ntroduced a s  fol l ows : 
" Now one ve ry i mportant thing , l adies and gentl erren , a s  I hope l ater 
to dis cuss wi th you and I hope to be ab l e  to demonstrate , the di fference 
b · d • t t .  1 . d 1 1 200 etween di rect an c1 rcums an , a  e v1 ence . Coope r went on to 
expl a i n the importance of thi s l as t  point to the comprehension of the 
l aw of dimi nished capacity and the defens e in the Si �han tri a l  when 
he s ai d :  
This will come into p� ay, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, 
with respect to the d1 fference--we are not asking for not 
guilty--as to the difference between the degrees of guilt ; 
whether it should be murder in the first degree, murder in 
the second degree , or whether it should be rnanslaughter. 201 
In the conclusion of the first closing argument , Grant 
11 8 
Cooper first stated the the�is statenent given earlier in this section. 
After the thesis had been disclosed, Cooper emphasized the fact that 
Sirhan was mentally ill. He developed this idea in two short para­
graphs. In a concluding statement , he tied in Sirhan's mental illness 
with the obligation of the jurors under the law.202 
In the second closing argument the development of the main 
points appeared to be more obscure. The transitions were generally 
weak and the organization of the body was difficult to follow. He 
introduced the first point with a q uestion and organized and developed 
the point with emotional proof. He asked the question: 1 1 How does 
one exercise absolute discretion? 1 1203 This question was answered by 
the use of testimony , and example and finally Cooper reached the con­
clusion which he stated as follows: 
You may--you have ·the discretion to ignore or lay aside the 
opinions of the nine professional rren and women whose 
evidence is still before you--that Sirhan Sirhan is too 
mentally ill to die--for that is their opinion t
0
hat his 
crime was either manslaughter or second degree. 2 4 
The second point dealt with the obligation of the jurors 
to the conmuni ty and to the world. He said: "Some one of you may 
suggest that your verdict should express the conscience of the com­
munity, but this is not the law. 1 1205 Cooper appeared to eliminate 
1 1 9  
the responsi bi 1 i ty that the jurors mig.ht feel toward the comnunity 
or the world by showing that the comrunity and the world are divided 
in their opinion so they can offer no guidelines for the decision. 
Finally, in the th i rd poi nt, Cooper asked the jurors, "Which 
is the proper verdict? 1 1 206 He explained the consequences of both 
verdicts the jury and negated the death penalty because it would be 
counterproductive. He said : 
Is it not rmre probable that -by sendinq him to a mental 
facility at Vacavi lle--a maxi mum securi ty penitentiary 
in every sense of the word--but a pl ace where he can be 
studied scientifically and psychi atri cally--that from 
this study of Sirhan--sorrething more can be learned about 
the human mi nd and what causes people to want to kill and 
to kill. 
Don ' t  you suppose that through this study some other 
nentally disturbed indivi dual may be cured--or the reasons 
discovered that might prevent--even one future killing-­
at least one political assassinati on may be averted. 207 · 
In the conclusion of the speech, Grant Cooper appeals to the 
memory of Robert F. Kennedy and to compassi on. He quoted Kennedy 
when the Senator asked for compassion and understanding after Martin 
Luther King's assassination. Finally, Cooper bui lds to the thesis 
that was analyzed earlier and in a concluding statement, he appealed 
to the rrercy of the jurors. He closed by saying: 
And now Sirhan Sirhan, I have done all I can do to the 
very best of my abi lity--for you and the Arrerican system 
of law and justice which I serve and revere. 
And to you, Mary Sirhan , his mother--1 can do no mo� - -1 
now entrust the life of your son to the hands of th i s  
208 Arreri can jury--Mary Sirhan, may your prayers be answered. 
1 20 
Conc l us i ons on Arrangement 
Accardi ng to Thons sen and Bai rd , "A s peech conformi ng to the 
pri nci pl es of good organ i zati on may be i l l -a dap te d  to the s peci fi c audi ­
ence for whi ch i t  i s  i ntended . 
1 1 209 Certai n s peech es c an dev i ate from 
the standard organ i zati onal pattern s  to bet te r adapt the  s peech  to 
the s peaker ' s  purpose . Dependi ng  on the adaptat i on of the a rran gen-ent 
to s ui t the audi ence and the purpose ,  the effecti veness  -o f  the -rhetori c 
can be j udge d . The cri ti ca l  q uesti on used to eval uate the  effe ct i ve ­
ness  of the a rran gerrent was : How effecti ve ly di d the attorneys ac­
commodate the nee ds of the aud i ence through arran gement? 
In both c l os i ng addres ses , the de fense al te red th e standard 
· organ i zati on of  a s peech  by us i ng i ndi rect pers uasi on . I n  the f i rst 
cl o s i ng  a rgun�nt , the use of i ndi rect pers uas i on appea red  to be effecti ve 
because  Coope r  further  defi ned the 1 aws for the j ury and s howed the 
audi ence how the l aws appl i ed i n  the Si rhan tri al .  I n  th e s econ d  c l os i ng 
addres s , Cooper tri ed to make the audi ence fee l an ob l i gat i on to sa ve 
Si rhan from the death s en tence . Becaus e  h e  approached  the s peech by 
us i ng the ne gati on rrethod  h i s  obj ect of pers uas i on \'tas not  cl ea r . The 
s peech , by offeri n g  no gui de l i nes to the j urors ' dec i s i on e xcept thei r 
i ndi vi dua l  consc i ences , cou l d h ave easi ly  re·e nforced predi s pos ed con­
·ce pts i n t he  j u ry that we re unfavorab l e to  t he  defense .  Cooper , i n  the 
s econd cl os i ng address ,  di d not di s pl ay a percepti on i n to the needs of 
the a udi ence . H i s pers uas i ve l i ne of argurrent was weak and i neffecti ve .  
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Both Berman and Cooper tried to adjust to the audience in the 
i ntroduction of their speeches. The· introductions were used to build 
ethi cal proof and to identify with the needs of the audience. Grant 
Cooper, i n  the first closing argurrent, was especially effective in 
the i ntroduction by using an antedate. He identified with the needs 
of the audience by offering humor with a morai .2 10  
The first closing address was the most effective organizational 
1 28 
• . .  b ut I h a ve wai ted an awfu l l y  l ong ti me , l adi es  an d 
gentl erren , to di s c us s  the facts · and the l aw wi th you . .  2 34 
then to do my dead  l e ve l  bes t to ·app ly  th e l aw to the  
f ac!s . . . • . 2 �5 . . . I th i nk that i s  j ust abou t  as  goo d  a def1 n1 t1 on o ,  reasonab l e doubt as the re  i s  aro un d ·  you know 
i t  when yo u ' ve got i t . 2 36  . . . the ba d S i rhan i s  ' a  ve ry 
nas ty S i rh an . . .  237 
Cooper a l so  us ed  a rh eto ri ca l  q ues ti on . In  di s cus s i n g  the  di ffe re nt 
as pects of  the l aw ,  Coo per wou l d  mi mi c the cons ci e nce  of t h e  j u ro rs . 
An e xampl e o f  th i s  s tyl i sti c techni que fol l ows : 
• • . you mi gh t s ay ,  "We 1 1 , why doe s th e p res umpti o n  
o f  i nnoce nce  have anyth i ng to do wi th  th e cas e?  Bec a us e 
you ' re not as k i ng tha t the defendan t b e  g i ven a ve rdi ct 
of not gui l ty . 2 38 
Cooper mai nta i ned the us e of rheto ri cal ques ti on  th ro u gh ou t  the  
cl o s i ng argurre nt fo r the f i rs t  phas e of  the tri a l . 
I n  the fi rst c l o s i ng a rgurre nt , Coo pe r ' s  word cho i ce wa s cl ea r 
an d accurate , a l though i t  cou l d be cri ti ci zed for not  bei ng  cons i stent . 
A n  examp l e o f  Coope r ' s fi ck l e  s tyl e i s  eas i ly s hown . Thro u ghou t 
the s peech , Cooper use d  common l anguage , a l most tri te l ang uage , to 
e xp re s s  h i s thoughts . Hi s anecdotes  were comrron , dea l i ng wi t h  farmers 
and gen ui ne peopl e .  There were i ns tances i n  the s peech , howe ver ,  
when Cooper wo ul d becon-e sto i c i n  h i s word choi ce . The fol l owi ng 
pas s a ge wi l l  i l l us trate th i s  ch ange i n  ch a racte r :  "We a re  h e re ,  l adi es 
and gen tl en-en , to e xact that  p l e dge from you an d we are n o t  at a l l 
concern ed but that  you wi 1 1  do you r duty wi th an open mi n d  and  an  
unb i as ed mi n d . 1 1 2 39 Another e xampl e of th i s  ch ange i n  mood of  s tyl e 
was : 1 1 1 has ten to add to th at , that on l y  appl i es as bi s Ho no r wi l l  
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explain to you, where there are two reasonable interpretations of the 
evidence. 11240 
Cooper used comnon language, perhaps in an effort to adjust 
the speech to a layman audience. As was rrentioned in discussing 
clearness above, Cooper seemed to have difficulties in being con­
sistent in his style. _ The corrmon expressions that seemed to be 
purposely in the speech could alrrost be called trite. For example, 
"to do my dead level best • . .  11241 and "Sirhan i s  a very nasty 
Sirhan • • . 1 1242 Another example was, 1 1 • • •  that I want this to 
sink in if anything sinks in . • •  11243 In another instance, he 
said, 11 • • • the guts of the whole case . 1 1244 
There were ev.idences of trite expressions in the second 
closing address as well. An example of a rather trite expression 
follows: 0 life imprisonment or death .in the gruesome little 
green room at San Quentin. 11245 Cooper's tri teness was not as obvious 
as in the closi ng argument at the conclusion of the first trial, but 
it still existed as an element in his style . 
In the second closing argument, Cooper made an even more 
extensive use of the rhetorical question as a stylistic tool to 
adapt to the audience . Throughout the entire speech , he questioned 
the audience . Many examples can be cited, but a few of these are 
as follows: 
Which is the proper verdict?246 . . •  Why am I here? 
Because I have defended Sirhan Sirhan do I--or have I 
advocated or condoned murder? . . .  Have we not been 
honest with you? Have we not been consistent in our 
poi nt o f  v� e,·1 ?2� 7 . . . Did I no t ask you  to send him 
to the pen , tent, ary f o r  th e res t o f  h i s natural · 
li fe24 8 . . .  Wil l you li s ten to h i s  words? Will you 
need his advice ?249 
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Rhetori cal qeus ti ons v,ere used  by Cooper  to make tra nsitions into new 
ideas , to summari ze a maj or point and to introduce a major poi nt. The 
style of the written speech seems to revol ve aro un d  the rhetori cal 
q ues ti · : i. 
Co��J��ion� concerni�_g_ �_pp opriatenes s 
I n all th ree speeches the defense see�ed to be  adapting their 
style to the audience. They used two methods : 
1. the rhetorical questi on 
2. common language 
Th� effectiveness of the audience adaptati on of style could have been 
lessened in Grant Cooper' s  speeches because at times his e xpressions 
became trite and he seemed to have difficulties i n  bei ng consistent 
in his style. 
The rhe tori c� 1  question seemed to be  used most effecti vely in 
the second closi r ,g arg ument. 
Vi vi dness 
Vividness refers "principally to a ce rtain ele vation o r  
grandeur i n  discourse . 1 1 2 50 In essence i t  depends on the arti sti c  
handli na of words , sentences and figurative elements. " Essentially, 
i t  is .a rnar ; i festati on of subli mi ty in d i scours e ,  a hei ghtened effect 
givi ng an i ndivi dual stamp to o ratory. 1 1 25 1  
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The critical question asked of the rhetoric of the defense 
concerning vividness was: How effectively did the attorneys utilize 
vividness and imagery? 
Emil Zola Berman, in delivering his opening address in 
the Sirhan Sirhan trial, used vivid language to express his thoughts . 
He atterrpted to draw rrental pictures for his audience in order to 
recreate Sirhan's past .  One of the first examples of Berman ' s  vivid 
style was in his use of imagery . An exafll)le of this imagery follows : 
" For exarrple, he saw a little girl's leg blown off by a bomb, and the 
blood spurting from below her knee as though from a faucet . 1 1252 Ber­
man also used vivid language in his descriptions . He made use of 
alliteration by repeating the sarre words within a single sentence . 
This created a sense of monotony and reinforcement of the concept ex­
pressed . Bennan used this technique of repetition throughout the 
speech . In  one instance he said: 1 1 • • • he concentrated in front 
of a mirror in his own room and thought and thought about Senator 
Kennedy until at last, he saw his own face no longer, but that of 
Senator Kennedy himself in the mirror . 1 1 253 By using repetitive 
words within a sentence, Bennan created a mood of rnysti d sm and fail­
ure so often characterized by monotony . 
In describing Sirhan ' s  spells, Berman used descriptive 
language that was clear and vivid . This stylistic technique can 
easily be seen in the following passage: 1 1 and again the 
spell--the boy stiffened, his body stiffened, his fists clenched, his 
mouth contorted .  He l ost al l se ns e of what was happen i ng  a roun d 
him . 1 1 254 
I n  the a rgument heard at the concl usi on of the tri al  to 
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exact a penal ty for S irh an , Cooper used more vi vid l anguage to deve lop 
his ideas. Vivi dness in the form of imagery penneate d the sp�ech . 
T he openi ng  paragraphs of the speech are an exampl e of the vivi dness 
used i n  Coope r ' s styl e :  
Shortl y a fter mi dn i ght on the morn i nq  of J une 5 ,  1 968- -a 
youn g ,  vi gorous , Senator , fresh from h is  vi ctori es i n  the 
Cal ifornia p ri mari es- -for the offi ce of the Presi dency of 
the Un i ted  States--met hi s unti me ly death at the han ds of 
a mental l y  i l l  youn g Pal esti ni an Arab . 
On the floor of the drab , dreary , di rty pantry at the 
Ambassador Hotel l yi ng i n  a pool of h is  own b lood- ­
cl utch i n g a cr uci fix- -he whi spere d  hi s l ast words to h i s 
• brave an d l oyal wi fe knee l i ng besi de h i m .  
He di ed the next day--the victi m of  Hate --hate generated 
in the bowel s  of war i n  a far-off 1 an d .  Hate generated 
at an early age in the chi l d of Sirh an . Hate that con­
sumed what was once a heal thy mi nd. Hate that had reduced 
th at mind to one descri bed by the evi dence as a 1 1s ubstanti al 
mental il l ness . 255 
Proceeding into the speech , Cooper devel oped h i s  use of i magery 
further .  He said : 
Do you real i ze that your ' s  is the power and d i screti on of 
a ki ng- -a benevol ent monarch - -or a despoti c dictator- � this i s  your awful power un der the l aw--you may e xe rc1 se 
it wi sely  or unwi sely. 256 
Cooper reached  a height of vivi dness deve l oped  in  his styl e · 
at the end  of the speech. Hi s l an guage becorre descri ptive al roost to 
the point of bei ng  poeti c .  On the th i rd page before - the concl usi on 
of the speech , h e  sai d :  
Mus� we say , " �n er,e for an eye--a tooth for a tooth-­
a 11 fe for a 11 fe? . • • If the death of Sirhan Sirhan 
could restore Senator Kennedy to - his country and to his 
family -- ! would- be the first to demand his 1 i fe . 
Conclusions concerning vividness 
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Emil Zola Bennan di�played what appeared to be effective 
use of imagery and vividness. He created visual imagery and clearly 
painted pictures for his audience . Grant Cooper used imagery in 
his second closing arguroont .  However, there was no apparent use 
of this stylistic tool in the first closing address . 
Cooper's second closing address seened to make the most 
effective use of imagery. The speech was full of stylistically 
vivid expressions. 
Effect of the Rhetoric 
The effect of the rhetoric of the defense in the Sirhan trial 
attempts to rtl:!asure the success of obtaining the defined goals. One 
nethod of judgi.ng the effect of a speech is by examining the im-
nedi ate response.257 Because the Sirhan trial is scarcely more than 
a year old , one of the only rreasures of effect available is the 
result of the trial. As has been previously established, because 
there were more inputs into the trial than nerely the selected rhetoric 
analyzed, it would be foolhearted to place the entire responsibility for 
the out come of the trial on the speeches that were studied. Nonetheless , 
limited conclusions can be drawn as to the effect of the rhetoric . 
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The critical q uestions as ked in an ef fort to determine the 
l imited effect of the rhetoric on the ·Sirhan trial was : Hhat did the 
rhetoric of the defense attorneys in the Sirhan trial accompl is h? 
As was establ ished in the previous discus sion of defense 
strategies in this Chapte r ,  there were th ree perceived goa l s of the 
defense . These goa l s were : ( 1 ) a reduction of sentence , ( 2 )  grounds 
for appea l , and ( 3 ) a del ay of the trial . The l atte r two goa l s rret 
with l imited s uccess . The case was appeal ed and accepted  into the 
appel l ate courts directly after the pronouncement of punishment . 258 
The case is e xpected to go back into the court at the end of August . 259 
Further , that  defense was ab l e  to postpone the trial until seven months 
after the as s as sination . 26O 
The p rimary goal as stated by Grant Cooper was to reduce 
Sirhan 1 s g uil t from firs t de gr�e murde r to second degree murder or  
mans l a ughter .  He  saw the obstacl es a s  being overf1hel ming and he 
saw the attempts of the defense as being a total fa i l ure. 2 61 
The resu l ts of the trial were unfavorabl e to th e defens e .  
On Apri 1 1 7 , 1 969 , a twe 1 ve -man j ury found Sirhan Bi s ha ra Sirhan 
guil ty of a l l counts as charged. 26 2  A week l ate r ,  on April  2 3 ,  1 96 9 , 
the sanE j ury condemned Sirh an to die in the g as chant>er .  The j u ry 
de l iberated for e l even hours and forty -five minutes. The formal 
sentencing was schedul ed for May 1 4 ,  1 969. 26 3 Onl y once during the 
de l iberati ons of the j ury in both tria l s did the foreman ask for 
cl a ri fication . On April 1 6 ,  1 969 , the j ury wanted the l aw of 
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di minished capacity clarified as well as the gui lt f9r s econd degree 
murder . 264 
The defense was able to es tablish groun ds for an appeal and 
to pos tpone the tri al to a limited degree . They were not able i n  
thi s trial , to reduce the degree of Sirhan ' s  guilt. The defense ' s  




From the massive transcri pt  of the Sirhan S i rhan trial , 
three s peeches were chosen to be analyzed : the opening addres s ,  
deli vered by Emi l Zola Berman ; the clos i ng argument heard at  the 
conclusion of the tri al for s entence , delivered by Grant Cooper ; 
and ·the clos i ng argument heard at the conclusion of the tri al for 
penalty , presented by Grant Cooper. These speeches were chosen 
because they were the only planned addresses withi n the transcri pt  
and because they were major s trategy arguments. 
Inventi. on was the first cannon to be analyzed. The 
defense had four research resources whi ch they used throughout the 
entire trial . These were : ( 1 ) the law of diminished capaci ty ,  
whi ch they attempted to prove through psychi atri c tes timony , ( 2 )  
Brandei s Brief, ( 3 ) the law of the land , and ( 4 ) s tatis tical evidence 
s peci fi cally in support of the motion to quash the i ndi ctment . The 
ethos of the defense was considerably weakened because of Grant 
Cooper ' s  involvement i n  the Fri ar ' s  Club case and becaus e  of Dr. 
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Marti n Schorr ' s  pl agiarized testimony. Berman attempted in his 
opening address to build ethos for ·the defense goal. Cooper attempted 
to bui ld ethos for himself and for the defense's purpos e. In his 
second closing argunEnt, Cooper appeared to rely on the ethos of 
Robert F. Kennedy. The use of emotional proof was extensive in 
Berman's opening address and in Cooper's second cl osing argument. 
Cooper re lied dominantly on logical proof in his first argument. 
Berman's speech was organized chronologically. His transi­
tions into and from his main points and his thesis were clear and 
easy t� follow. He had a predominantl y  vivid style of language, 
relyi ng heavily on imagery. Cooper, in his first speech, used in­
direct pers uasion with a topical organization pattern. Hi s style 
was appropriate but at times inconsistent and trite. In Cooper's 
second speech, pers uasion was used by means of the eliminati on 
rrethod or the negation order. Hi s styl e was dominantly vivid 
but he relied heavil y  on the rhetorical question as a stylistic 
tool . 
The effect of the rhetoric can be rreasured in a limi ted sense. 
The defense obtained a seven-month pos tponement and during the trial 
they established enough grounds for an appeal. The primary goal of 
a reduced sentence was not accomplished. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
· Summary 
The purpose of this investigation has been to determine the 
effect and effectiveness of the rhetoric of the defense in the Sirhan 
Bis hara Sirhan tri a 1 .  
Sirhan Bishara Sirhan assassinated Senator Kennedy on June 5, 
1968, minutes after Kennedy delivered his victory speech at the con­
clusion of the California presidential primary. Sirhan's trial was 
considered a classic in the annals of law because of the precautions 
taken to insure justice for the defendant. 
The trial opened on January 5, 1 969, seven months after the 
assassination. There had been controversy before the trial began over 
the anti-publicity order issued by the court in the early part of 
June. The trial lasted three months and during that tiwe argument was 
heard on the constitutionali ty of California jury selection, on the 
Witherspoon case and on the validity of the psychiatric testimony of 
both the defense and the prosecution . 
The defense used the law of diminished capacity in an attempt 
to accomplish the primary goal, a reducti on in sentence. There were 
two other stated goals: ( 1 ) a postponerrent, and (2 )  grounds for appeal. 
Outside of the peculiar circumstances of the trial, there were three 
main obstacles. 
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These were : ( 1 ) the law of diminished capacity was under 
attack in California as unjust, (2) Dr. Schorr and Or. Diamond were 
weak witnesses as to Sirhan ' s  diminished capacity, and { 3 ) Grant 
Cooper, chief defense attorney, was facing charges before a Grand 
Jury investigation for perjury. 
On May 1 4, 1969, Sirhan Bishara Sirhan was formally sentenced 
to die in the gas chamber by a Los Angeles jury. The sarre jury had 
found Sirhan guilty of first degree murder less then a month eariler. 
The decision was i�diately appealed . 
. Three speeches were chosen as the strategy addresses from the 
over 9,000 page transcript. These speeches were: ( 1 } the opening 
addresss delivered by Emil Zola Bennan, ( 2) the closing argurrent 
delivered by Grant Cooper at the conclusion of the first tri- al, and 
( 3 ) the closing argurrent delivered by Grant Cooper at the conclusion 
of the second trial. Lester Thonssen and A. Craig Baird ' s  Speech 
Criticism was used as the basis for criticism of the above rrentioned 
speeches . The speeches were analyzed in an attempt to judge ef­
fectiveness of invention, arrangnent, and style . 
The logical proof in all three speeches seerred to be weak 
because of insufficient research resources. Since the generalization 
that Sirhan Sirhan was of diminished capacity was not sufficiently 
proved in the opening address or throughout the trial, whenever this 
generalization was used as a premise in the deductive process , the 
reasoning was invalid. The research resources of the defense were: 
( 1 } a biography of Sirhan, (2 )  psychiatric testiroony, (3 )  statistical 
evidence, and (4 ) a Brandeis Brief. 
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In the opening addres s ,  Emil Zol a  Berman reasoned inductivel y  
to arrive at the general ization that . S i rhan was of diminished 
capacity . Grant Cooper , in the firs t c los i ng addres s ,  rel ied 
dominan tl y on l ogical proof . He appeared to use deductive reasoning 
to arrive at the general conc l usion that the jurors s houl d find 
Sirhan guil ty of second  degree murder . In the second c l osing argument , 
Cooper used chain reasoning , moving  from propositi on to proposi tion 
an d concl uding that Sirhan shoul d be granted l i fe imprisonment by the 
j urors . 
Emoti ona 1 proof was dominant in the opening address and in 
the second c l osing addres s . The defense  appeared to s ee the audience 
as being hos til e to Sirhan , skeptical of psychiatric testimony , and 
predisposed to han d  down the death sentence . 
Ethical proof of the defense  appeared to be weakened because 
of the Friar ' s  C l ub case an d Dr. Schorr ' s  testimony .  Grant Cooper 
attempted to rebuil d the ethos of the defense and of himsel f  but the 
Friar ' s  C l ub case publ icity may have been an impossibl e obs tacl e to 
establ ishi n g  a positive ethos . 
Al l three speeches were arranged according to different 
methods . The thesis s tatements were cl ear in the opening a ddress and 
the first c losing argument but l es s  obvious in the l ast c l osing argu­
rrent . Cooper , in both of his speeches , used indirect persuasion , 
therefore , the thesis staterrents were hidden . Emi 1 Zo 1 a Berman used 
the historica l , or chronol ogical , method to arrange -the opening 
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addres s .  The first  closing argurrent appeared to be topi cal ly organized 
according to the distributive method .. The second cl os i ng address 
seerred to make use of the negation or elimination order . In 
the first two s peeches analyzed the transitions and mai n points 
appeared to be clear and identifiable . In the second closing argument, 
there appeared to be prob 1 ems with the deve 1 opment of the body 
1
·of the 
speech. The main points and transitions were not developed and were 
difficult to recognize. 
Correctness and clearness see1red to be the poorest qualities 
of style  in the speeches. The opening addres s and the second cl osing 
arguroont seerred to exhibit vividness as a dominant q uality of sty le. 
The first closing argument appeared to be dominantly  appropriate to 
the audience , occasion , and speaker . 
There were many l imitations in this study enumerated through­
out the text, but the major limitation that should be considered in 
j udging the effect of the rhetoric of the defense _and in drawing 
conclusions was that the defense did not argue guilt or innocence but , 
rather , the degree of guilt. 
Sorre judgment can be made as to effect . The defense did not 
accompl ish the primary goal of a reduction in sentence . To a l imited 
degree, they were able to postpone the trial for seven rmnths and 
they were able to establ ish grounds for appeal . 
Conclusions 
Several concl usions can be drawn from this eval uation of 
the effect and effectiveness of the rhetoric of the defense in the , 
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Si rhan trial . These conclusions are limited because of the many 
connunication inputs into the trial .- Since the total relationship of 
the rhetoric to the outcorre of the trial could not be established, the 
conclusions are limited to an evaluation of the effectiveness of 
the rhetoric with a limited consideration to effect . Nevertheless , 
within the established limitations, it can be concluded that: 
1. Of the three goals enunErated by the defense, only one was 
realized completely, an appeal, and one partially, a postpone­
ment. 
2. The defense in many instances had inadequate research resources 
and , as a result, the generalizations resulting from the 
induction were not sufficiently supported, and subsequent 
deductive conclusions were, therefore, invali d. 
3. The ethical proof of the defense was substantially lessened 
because of the Friar's Club case and Dr. Schorr's testimony . 
4. The defense made effective use of emotional proof but it did 
not seem to be strong enough to overcone the emotional 
proof that the prosecution could utilize because of 
Senator Kennedy's assassination. 
5. Vividness and appropriateness were the defense's strongest 
stylistic qualities. 
6. The second closing address was weak organi zati ona lly in 
nethod, thematic emergence, and developrrent of the body 
and this could have effected its impact. The other two 
speeches were judged to have been structurally sound. 
7. The total effect of the rhetoric could not be determined 
because the relative importance of the rhetoric to the 
outcorre of the tri a 1 could not be rreasured , however si nee 
the main goal of the defense was not realized, the rhetoric 
can not be judged to have been singularly succes_sful. 
Recomrrendati ons for Future Study 
This study, as all initial studies, rrust be interpreted in 
terms of severe limitations .  This is due primarily to its incofl1)lete­
ness in terms of the total picture of the Sirhan Sirhan trial. Ad­
ditional studies might well complete this picture. 
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If  the rhetori c  o f  the prosecuti on were to be cri ti cally 
e valuated , the p rosec uti on and defense  could be meas ured agai ns t each 
other for e ffecti vene s s .  Thi s would be a s tep closer to the deter­
mi nati on of how i mportant rhetori c was to the o utcorre of the tri al. 
Anothe r s ugges ti on for future s tudy i s  an analys i s  of the 
deli very o f  the defense. Thi s could be accompli shed through pers onal 
contact wi th the j urors who passed j udgrrent on the tri a 1 , the court 
reporters who trans cri bed the tri al , and the corres ponden ts who · . 
reported the tr i al. A s tudy o f  the delivery would contribute to a 
more co.mplete cri ti cism of the rhetori c o f  the defens e . · 
Further, Si rhan Si rhan mi ght be s tudi ed as an i nput i nto the 
res ults of the tri al . Thi s s tudy cou ld  attempt  to determi ne if S i rhan 
hi ms elf was an obstacle to the s ucces s of the defens e .  
Fi nally , a s tudy could be undertaken to compare the rhetori c 
of the defe ns e  and the prosecuti on of the Si rhan S i rhan tri al with 
the sarre i n  the Charles Manson tri al. Thi s suggestion i s  offered 
because one o f  the pri mary res earch resources o f  both sides i n  the 
Manson tri al was the Sirhan Si rhan transcri pt .  
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